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           This research investigated fractured zones leading to preferential flow paths of 
Wilson Spring. In this context, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) data and multi-
channel analyses of surface waves (MASW) data were acquired at studied site with the 
purpose of mapping a variable depth to top of bedrock and geological structures.  
           Interpretation of the boreholes, MASW, and ERT data indicated that a depth to top 
of rock does vary significantly at the studied site due to many solution-widened fractures. 
Multiple near-vertical solution-widened fractures were mapped in the studied site based 
on the interpretation of the ERT data. The mapped solution-widened fractures appear to 
be trending north-south, almost perpendicular to the ERT traverses (west-east), and 
however it is possible they extend at oblique angle to the ERT traverses.  
           The conducted geophysical survey is the first attempt to map geological structures 
and karst features that might be possible access of underground water. The underground 
water expose on land surface through fractures to develop Wilson Spring. Thus the 
seepage pathway near or beneath Wilson Creek is interpreted as through a solution-
widened fractures. 
           ERT method has proven to be effective in mapping variable depth to bedrock and 
solution-widened fractures. The MASW method and boreholes data were able to map 
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 1.1 OBJECTIVE  
           Little work has been done so far related to the study of spring karst development in 
Missouri. Thus, this study aims to contribute to an inventory of Wilson spring development 
and the detection of causal and triggering factors influencing their development and 
karstification processes. This research primarily based on electrical resistivity tomography 
(ERT) and multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) technologies, and boreholes 
data. The patterns and surface alignments of spring’s karst often are associated with joint 
patterns, faulting and folding. Conduits in karst groundwater are formed from rock 
dissolution along planes or discontinuities. Therefore, investigations of the relationship 
between Wilson spring development and the geological structural is among the research 
objectives.   
           The goals of this dissertation are therefore twofold: first, to develop a broad 
understanding of how Wilson spring developed; and second, to draw conclusions from that 
overview that can serve as the beginnings of a generally applicable framework for 
understanding of spring karst development in Missouri. It is ultimately the relationship 
between spring karst systems and their geological structural of the region. The main 
purpose of this dissertation is to advance the understanding of the Wilson spring 
occurrence by investigating subsurface geological structures of studied area and to find out 





MASW techniques to detect and map subsurface geological structures, in order to gain 
knowledge on specific subsurface geological structures such as joints and faults near 
Wilson spring 
           Through the use of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) technique, it is 
attempted to verify existence and extent of subsurface geological structures. ERT tool 
produced images of the subsurface nearby Wilson spring’s area. This will allow to improve 
identification and understanding of geological structures process of studied area and their 
link among themselves as well as to the surface. This work was conduct in an attempt to 
develop a better understanding of how Wilson spring developed. An ERT and MASW 
survey on the study area were utilized. The study was conducted with the objective of 
demonstrating the application of the ERT tool to mapping in karst terrain. More 
specifically, the author wanted to demonstrate ability of the ERT tool to characterize rock 
and map a solution-widened fracture zone. 
           The following interdependent questions were addressed: 
•    What and where are the sources of water that supply the Wilson spring? 
•    Through what and how does water flow to the Wilson Spring? 
•    What physical factors (e.g., topography and geology) control flow to the Wilson 
spring? 
           Using inversion techniques to analyze collected electrical resistivity and generate 
representative two dimensional (2D) profiles on the studied site. To find out is there any 





development of Wilson spring. Using inversion and interpolative techniques to analyze 
collected MASW data and generate a representative 2D profile of the studied site to find 
out the depth to bedrock. Getting as much as borehole data on/or near studied area and 
compare the results of the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), MASW, and boreholes 
data. 
 1.2 SIGNATURE      
           Approximately 59 percent of Missouri area is covered by carbonate rock and most 
of it is exposed (Vandike, 1997). Most of the karst features in Missouri are developed in 
limestone and dolomite rocks in the Springfield and Salem plateaus. However there are 
also karst features north of the Missouri River. According to the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources there are over 5,500 caves and more than 2,800 springs recorded in 
Missouri. Sinkholes were not inventoried in most of the state of Missouri, however more 
than 2,500 sinkholes are recorded in Greene County and over 7,000 sinkholes are 
registered in Perry County (Vandike, 1997). Losing streams are also not inventoried 
statewide, but hundreds of streams and segments of streams are known to be losing 
streams. All these numerous karst features show how karst is widely developed in Missouri 
and can create complex subsurface conditions. 
           As mentioned above karst terrains are characterized by presence of karst features 
such as caves, springs, sinkholes and losing streams. The carbonate rocks (limestone and 





the minerals calcite (CaC03) and dolomite (CaMg (C03)2) and are soluble in acidic ground 
water. Rain water falling through the air absorbs carbon dioxide C02 and becomes acidic. 
The acidity increases as the water percolates through the soil. The dissolution of the 
minerals occurs when the acidic water reaches carbonate bedrock, bringing them into 
solution. Limestone and dolomite rocks mostly are porous and contain joints and other 
openings through which the water can move. By the process of solution the dissolved 
material is carried away and the openings become enlarged. Over time such process can 
form extensive cave passages and rock openings of different sizes. In some areas 
underground drainage systems may developed, where the outflow from these systems are 
springs. 
           Major karst areas in Missouri occur in the Mississippian rocks of St. Louis, Ste. 
Genevieve, Cooper, Greene, Boone, and Christian counties, and in Ordovician rocks of 
Perry, Phelps, Pulaski, and Howell counties. A complex assortment of caves, tunnels, 
bridges, and arches in a relatively small area is a result of karst development. Famous karst 
complexes include the Grand Gulf in Oregon County and the Ha Ha Tonka in Camden 
County along a southern arm of the Lake of the Ozarks (USGS, 2002). According to the 
Missouri DNR, there are over 2,800 recorded springs in the state, however the exact 
number is unknown. Some of these springs are among the largest springs in the United 
States, and in the world. At least eleven springs have an average daily discharge of more 
than 50 million gallons. The ten largest springs in Missouri combined have a daily average 





with an average daily flow of 276 million gallons is known to have a maximum one-day 
flow greater than one billion gallons. The spring flows correlate with seasonal rainfall. 
Large volumes of water flowing from these springs because of the underground channels 
which are complex networks, they serve as drainage systems for the rainfall on large areas 
of land surface. 
           The location and distribution of the springs are controlled by the geologic character 
and structure of the rocks. The majority of the springs in Missouri are located in the Ozarks 
region, the Cambrian and Ordovician dolomites of which are readily soluble and easily 
fractured and broken, increasing underground water movement. The massive beds of 
dolomite and associated sandstones can be are nearly up to 2,000 feet and provide colossal 
underground storage reservoirs. The Springfield Plateau is also rich in springs, the 
underlying beds here are Mississippian limestone and calcium carbonate is the most 
abundant chemical in the water. Other conditions are similar to the Ozarks, however the 
springs are smaller and their flow is less constant. The storage reservoir volume is much 
less than in the Ozarks (Missouri DNR, 2003). 
 1.3  SCOPE OF WORK 
           Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and multi-channel analyses of surface 
waves (MASW) data were acquired at the Springfield studied site with the purpose of 
subsurface imaging. Many boreholes were drilled previously around the studied area. 





profiles were acquired at studied area to determine underground geological structures of 
the site. The geophysical program was successful. Several vertical solution-widened 
fractures (joints) were identified and have been highlighted on ERT profiles. A conceptual 
models of the development of vertical solution-widened fractures (joints) were proposed. 
 1.4 OUTLINE OF DISSERTATION 
           This dissertation is divided into eight chapters. Chapter one is introduction focuses 
on the objective, signature, scope of work, and outline of dissertation. Chapter two is 
studied area presents location and description of studied area, geology and regional setting, 
and geophysical investigation of the karst. Chapter three is karst concept processes and 
landforms summaries karst concept, karst processes, common karst landform types, and 
karst topography in Missouri. Chapter four (methodology) is a comprehensive discussion 
on the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and multichannel analysis of surface waves 
(MASW) methods. Chapter five focuses on data acquisition and data processing of 
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and multichannel analysis of surface waves 
(MASW) techniques. Chapter six is a comprehensive discussion, analysis, and data 
interpretation of the boreholes, MASW, and ERT data. Chapter seven will draw 
conclusions and summarizes the findings in this research, and finally chapter eight will 





2. STUDY AREA 
 
2.1 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA   
           Figure 2.1 shows the location of studied area in Springfield, Missouri. The Wilson 
creek watershed is contained entirely within the Springfield Plateau, the westernmost 
physiographic region of the Ozark Plateau. Wilson creek’s region is part of the 
Springfield Plateau physiographic province (see Figure 2.3). The Springfield Plateau 
consists of undulating to rolling plains. The elevation range between approximately 900 
and 1,500 feet above sea level. The climate is hot in summer and moderately cool in 
winter. Rainfall averages approximately 43 inches per year and is well distributed 
throughout the year. The monthly averages of the temperatures in Springfield region is  
35 degrees Fahrenheit in winter (December, January and February) and 76 degrees 
Fahrenheit in summer (June, July and August) (MDNR, 2003). The Wilson creek 
watershed is unique in a regional context. It is growing urban service center with a long 
industrial and manufacturing history and in a broader context as an area of uplifted karst 
terrain. The watershed’s uniform limestone geology reduces variability in the stream 
sediment composition, providing good contrast to anthropogenic inputs. The karst’s 
topography increases surface and subsurface hydrologic complexity, producing stream 
reaches of intermittent flow. The studied area is located in southwest Greene and northern 
Christian counties in Missouri. Its headwaters originate on Jordan creek in Springfield, 





majority Springfield and the rural area south and west of the city. Cities of the watershed 
include Springfield, Brookline, Republic, Battlefield, and Clever (see Figure 2.2). These 
cities are located on the edges of the watershed and none of them are entirely contained 











           Massive, well-bedded, jointed or fractured limestone or dolomites are best suited in 
Springfield region. A considerable thickness of rock (preferably in hundreds of feet) that is 
to some extent soluble.  An area of moderate to heavy rainfall, in order for solution to take 
place. Available relief for solution to take place, preferably in hundreds of feet.  
Consequently, features such as sinkholes, springs, caves, and faults are abundant in the 
watershed. Sections of Wilson creek and its tributaries are directly affected by karst; 
springs, losing stream reaches, sinkholes, estavelles and caves are all included within the 
basin. Springs within the watershed influence the flow and temperature characteristics of 
the streams (Kiner and Vitello, 1997). Additionally, much of the watershed is affected by 
internal drainage and underground flow, making actual watershed boundaries and recharge 
areas difficult to assess. “In dry weather, Wilson Creek, disappears a  number of times 
along its course, exhibiting a more advanced stage of karst topography than that described 
in another part of the county” (Shepard, 1915b). 
           Wilson creek itself flows west through urban central Springfield, curving to the 
south through suburban and agricultural areas before reaching the Southwest Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (SWTP). Named tributaries to upper Wilson creek include Jordan creek, 
Fassnight creek, and South creek, which all originate within the city of Springfield. The 
Wilson creek - South creek confluence is located on the SWTP grounds just above the 
effluent outflow pipe from the plant. McElhaney Branch, Shuyler creek, and Terrell creek 





Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield before reaching its confluence with the James River 
approximately 2 km south of the park (MSDIS, 2003).    
 













2.2 GEOLOGY AND REGIONAL SETTING  
           This section discuss Ozarks Plateaus, soils within the Wilson creek’s watershed, 
climate and hydrology of Wilson creek’s region. 
2.2.1 Ozarks Plateau. The Springfield Plateau is primarily underlain by 
relatively flat-lying layers of limestone, dolomite, and chert. These layers were deposited 
a round 350 million years ago (during the Mississippian period). The Springfield Plateau 
forms a sub-province of the Ozark Plateau that includes most of southern Missouri. The 
area of Ozark Plateau contains the most extensive outcrop area of Ordovician-age ranged 
between (488 to 461 million years ago) rocks in the country. Ordovician rocks are 
outcrop east of the Wilson’s creek area, primarily east of Greene and Christian counties. 
Glacial deposits from the Pleistocene Ice Ages carpet the northern part of Missouri but do 
not extend into the southern part of Missouri (Castillon, 1984).  Dissolution of the 
limestone on the Ozark Plateau made topography of a “karst” characterized by 
underground drainage systems, caves, and sinkholes. Radar creek a notable creek in 
southwestern Missouri, lies northeast of the National Battlefield Park (Thomson, 2003). 
Discharging from a series of joints in the Burlington-Keokuk Limestone, Radar creek 
empties into Wilson creek.  Approximately half of Radar creek’s flow was previously 
produced by treated sewage effluent from the Springfield Southwest Treatment Plant. 
Dye traces indicate that groundwater flow through underground caves and conduits is 
relatively rapid (Doug Gouzie et al., 2010). Bedrock has also been fractured by regional 





to-southeast trend may have originated during a mountain-building episode, 
approximately 253 million years ago, at the end of the Paleozoic era. “These faults may 
have then given rise to the Ouachita Mountains. One of these regional faults, known as 
the Battlefield Fault Zone, cuts through the northeastern corner of Wilson’s Creek 
National Battlefield” (Plymate et al., 2003).  
           The Ozark physiographic province lies primarily within southern Missouri; it is 
nestled between the Atlantic and Interior Plains divisions of North America (Fenneman, 
1946). The Wilson creek watershed consists of 218 km
2
 of southern Greene and 
northwestern Christian counties; located within the James River Basin. The Wilson creek 
watershed receives surface runoff from the city of Springfield. The water and sediment 
from Wilson creek flow into the James River, which empties into the White River system 
at Table Rock Lake (see Figure 2.4). Previous bottom sediment sampling indicates that 
most sediment-bound pollutants from the James River are deposits within the James 
River arm of Table Rock Lake (Owen, 2003). The White River joins the Mississippi 
River in southeastern Arkansas. Table 2.1 lists the geologic features and processes that 
were identified at Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield. The bedrock underlying the 
Wilson Creek watershed is primarily consisted of many layers of Mississippian age 
limestone. Relatively small outcrops can be observed throughout the watershed’s surface 
(US Department of the interior, 2011).  
           The outcrops are particularly common within the stream channel where erosion 





and Bottomland soils in the Wilson creek drainage area (including Jordan Creek) are of 
the Goss-Wilderness-Porridge association and comprise approximately one-third of the 
watershed (Owen, 2003). Bottomland soils in the Wilson creek’s region characterized by 
narrow to relatively wide upland ridges, flood plains, and terraces. It exhibits strongly 
sloping to steep, stony, or rocky areas next to flood plains and stream terraces. It was 
formed from rocks weathered from either cherty limestone or dolomite. The soil’s surface 
layer is typically a dark grayish brown cherty silt loam to brown silt loam that is between 
2 and 9 inches thick. Karst topography is common, with many sinkholes, caves, and 
losing streams (Owen, 2003). 
           The area around Springfield is within Missouri’s primary karst area. Sinkholes are 
common in Springfield’s area. The number of sinkholes in the area range from few to 
many. The general slope of the major soils is between 2 and 9 percent. The soils are 
formed from cherty limestone, and the surface layer is between 2 and 7 inches thick. 
These soils are used primarily for grasses and legumes. Several areas are suitable for 
growing small grain crops. Wilson creek drains a 102-square mile watershed. The 
northern and eastern portions of the watershed are heavily urbanized.  
           It flows approximately 2 miles in a southerly direction until it joins with Fassnight 
creek. This segment flows in a westerly direction approximately 1.5 miles until it joins 
Wilson Creek. Approximately 3.5 miles downstream of Jordan creek and South creek 





creek and many of its tributaries below Jordan creek, to the confluence with the James 
River as losing streams.  
 
  Figure 2.4. Location of the Wilson Creek Watershed (MSDIS, 2003).  





Table 2.1. Geologic Features and Processes at Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield 






           Plant (WWTP) discharges 39 million gallons per day (MGD), or (60 cubic feet per 
second (cfs), of treated municipal wastewater below the confluence of both South creek 
and Wilson creek. As an urban stream, Jordan creek has a long history of anthropogenic 
impacts. The creek was considered such a liability that, by the late 1920s, city leaders had 
it confined to concrete channels and tunnels as it flowed through downtown. It is now at 
the heart of an effort to redevelop the Jordan creek valley with parks and rehabilitated 
buildings. Two impaired sections within the area include portions of Wilson creek and all 
of Jordan creek (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6). 
            “The Wilson creek impaired segment spans approximately 18 miles
2
, beginning 
south of Springfield and ending at the confluence with the James River”. “It is listed as 
impaired due to the low diversity of fish and aquatic invertebrate species. Jordan creek is 
listed as impaired from its confluence with Wilson Creek upstream 3.8 miles” (USGS, 
2003).  The geology of the watershed is dominated by the Burlington-Keokuk limestone 
formation. This formation is of Mississippian age and consists of nearly pure calcium 
carbonate. Other formations exposed within the watershed include the Pierson Formation, 
the Elsey Formation, the Warsaw Formation, Channel Sandstone, Terrace Deposits, and 
alluvium and colluvium (USGS, 2003).   
           Possible other joints, and faults may be exist within the Precambrian basement 






































           2.2.2 Soils. Several physical, chemical, and biological characteristics and 
processes contribute to the variety of soils formed within the Wilson creek watershed. All 
surfaces within the watershed are exposed to approximately the same climate, have 
weathered from similar parent material, and have formed within the same timeframe. The 
slope and shape of the basin surfaces, the density and pattern of the drainage features, and 
the distribution of plants and animals, with their associated organic material inputs, are, 
however varied throughout the watershed. The soils within the Wilson creek watershed 
are similar to those of surrounding basins. These soils are comprised of Pleistocene loess 
of eolian origin over weathered cherty limestone residuum (MDNR, 2007). Marbut 
(1910) classified the soils as the “Springfield Soils” of the Ozark Border Soil groups. The 
upper portion of the Springfield soils are almost entirely comprised of silt-sized grains of 
various colors while the subsoil often contain up to 20% clay (which is reddish in color).  
The Goss-Wilderness-Peridge association consists of both upland and terrace soils that 
are relatively deep, well drained, and range from gently sloping to moderately steep. This 
association comprised approximately 45% of Greene County’s soils. These soils are 
comprised the following: 41% Goss, 14% Wilderness, 10% Peridge, 33% other soils, and 
2% bedrock out crop and water. These soils are well-suited for grasses and legumes. 
They are moderately well-suited for trees (Hughes, 1982). The Pembroke-Eldon 
association is also comprised of soils on both upland and terrace landforms. These soils 
are moderately well drained and occur on gently to strongly sloping terrains. This 





soils occur on much of the watershed surfaces, away from the stream channels, in the 
southern parts of Springfield (Hughes, 1982). The Wilderness-Viraton association soils 
are deep and moderately well drained on gently to moderately sloped uplands and 
terraces. Hughes (1982) noted that Wilderness-Viraton association comprises 
approximately 25% of Greene County’s soils. Wilderness-Viraton association often 
comprises narrow floodplains and bordering streams. In contrast the Viraton forms a 
large part of the watershed surface in northern Springfield. These are typically shallow 
soils, are well drained, and occur on gently to strongly sloping surfaces. This association 
comprises only about one percent of Greene County soils (Hughes, 1982).  
           The floodplain soil units adjacent to the Huntington silt loam, Cedar Gap silt loam, 
Lanton silt loam, and Hepler silt loam (see Table 2.2) (Hughes, 1982). These floodplain 
silt loams are often found in association with one another and develop under conditions 
of infrequent flooding. The upper layers of floodplain soil are dark to very dark at a 20 – 
50 cm (the Lanton extends to a 70 cm depth) depth. And dark grayish brown substratum 
that extended down to approximately 1.5 meters (Hughes, 1982).  The basin’s streams are 
always at work in the construction and destruction of adjacent floodplains. Periods of 
geomorphic equilibrium may allow time for floodplain soils to form, while times of 
adjustment due to base level, climate, or land use / land cover changes can either remove 
or bury such soils. Changes in sedimentation rates due to ore extraction, land clearing, 
and urbanization activities have buried to floodplain soils at several locations within the 





color, slightly increased organic matter content. A summary of the soil types in the 
Wilson creek (including Jordan creek) watershed are summarized in Table 2.2. The soil 
with the hydrologic soil group C covers approximately 67 percent of the watershed.  In 
group C. the soils have low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted. This group also 
contains a layer of soil that impedes the downward movement of water. Approximately 
26 percent of the soils in the impaired watershed are categorized as Group B (Purdue 
Research Foundation, 200). Group B soils are either silt or loam and have a moderate 
infiltration rate when thoroughly wetted. The soil’s hydrologic group relates to the rate at 
which rainfall enters the soil profile. This rate in turn, affects the amount of water that 
enters the stream as direct runoff. Soil characteristics are an important factor in the 
watershed hydrology. It influence the amount of precipitation that is partitioned into 
storm flow via surface and shallow subsurface flows. This, in turn, magnitude, influences 
the frequency, and duration of stream flows. Other soil types that comprise less than one 
percent of the total watershed area include: Barco fine sandy loam, Basehor fine sandy 
loam, Bolivar fine sandy loam, Bolivar stony fine sandy loam, Cedergap gravelly silt 
loam, Clarksville very gravelly silt loam, Collinsville-Rock outcrop complex, Gasconade-
Gatewood-Rock outcrop complex, Gerald silt loam, Hoberg silt loam, Humansville silt 
loam, Needleye silt loam, Osage sitly clay loam, Pits-Dumps complex, Sacville silty clay 
loam, Scholten gravelly silt loam, Secesh-Cadargap complex, Sowcoon silt loam, 





           Middendorf et al., 1991, reported that the trace element content of stream sediment 
within the watershed should not display any spatial patterns owing to distribution of these 
similar bedrock units. These formations are grouped into three mapping units: the 
Mississippian Osagean (Mo) series, with Keokuk and Burlington Limestones, Pierson 
Limestones, and Elsey and Reeds Creek Formations, occurs throughout the watershed 
while the Mississippian Meramecian (Mm) series (Warsaw Formation) and 
Pennsylvanian Channel Sandstones (Pcs) are found only in small isolated areas. The 
Lower Mississippian Keokuk and Burlington limestones are a coarse to fine crystalline 
texture. They have abundant bands of chert, a highly irregular surface due to solution, 
and a maximum thickness of 61 m. The Short Creek Oolitic limestone rests atop the 
Keokuk at several locations in a 0.6 - 2.4 m layer.  These formations are grouped into 
three mapping units, the Mississippian Osagean (MO) series, Keokuk and Burlington 
Limestones, Pierson Limestones, and Elsey and Reeds Creek Formations.  These 
formations occurred throughout the watershed while the Mississippian Meramecian 
(Mm) series (Warsaw Formation) and Pennsylvanian Channel Sandstones (Pcs) are found 
only in small isolated areas (Middendorf et al., 1991). 
           The fine grained Elsey formation has a maximum thickness of 24 m. It contains 
white to grey nodular chert and elongated chert lenses of a mottled brown color. The 
chert in several locations may constitute up to 60% of the formation’s volume. The 15 m 
thick Reeds Creek Formation has a fine crystalline texture, is grey to brown in color, and 





the watershed within these upper sedimentary rock layers. Fassnight Fault, which is 
approximately 10 km long, parallels Fassnight Creek for a short distance in a northwest 
to southeast direction across Springfield. The 45 km long  Sac River / Battlefield Fault 
(see Figure 2.9) trends in a northwest to southeast direction from south of Ash Grove, 
Missouri to  Finely creek, just south of Nixa, Missouri. This fault crosses Wilson creek at 
the northern boundary of the Park. 
2.3 CLIMATE   
           The climate of the Wilson creek’s region is classified as a mid-latitude mild humid 
continental area with no dry season, distinct winter and summer seasons, and a hot 
summer. Total annual precipitation is about 102 cm, with most precipitation occurring in 
late fall, winter and early creek. The annual average high temperature for the study area is 
55ºF (13ºC) (MDNR, 2003). 
           The Ozark’s mid-continent, and mid-latitude location is more important in 
determining the climate of the region than either its elevation or its relief (Rafferty, 
2001). The Wilson creek watershed is located within the Humid Subtropical climate 
classification near the southern boundary of the Humid Continental zone (Trewartha, 
1957). The Ozark’s climate is variable; it is characterized by four distinct seasons with 
brief mild winters, long summer growing seasons, and rainfall each month of the year. 
The average annual temperature for the city of Springfield is 12.8ºC (55ºF). During July 





1ºC (33ºF). The area receives nearly all of its precipitation as rainfall, with annual totals 
averaging 104 cm (41 in.). 







           A 3.5% of the total precipitation on the average (40 cm or 15.9 in.) falls as snow 
(Rafferty, 2001). Southerly winds are most frequent, averaging 16.7 km/hr.   Tornados 
occurs nearly every year, generally between the months of April and June (Rafferty, 
2001). Tornadic storms bring both large amounts of rainfall to the watershed area in a 
brief period of time as well as introduce trees and other debris to stream channels.  
2.4 HYDROLOGY      
           Due to the comparatively high elevation of the Springfield Plateau in Missouri, 
streams drain rapidly into adjacent areas (Nigh and Schroeder, 2002). Drainage basins in 
Springfield Plateau include major portions of the [west flowing] Creek River, [north 
flowing] Sac River, and [south flowing] James River; and other minor portions of Upper 
Osage River, Pomme De Terre River, Elk River, and Cherokees Lake Basins (See Figure 
2.10) (Nigh and Schroeder, 2002). Streams in the Springfield Plateau are typically clear 
with chert gravel and cobble, and limestone or dolomite boulders and bedrock. 
“Springfield Plateau lies within Ozark Plateau’s aquifer system and is comprised of three 
aquifers, named from shallowest to deepest, the Springfield Plateau aquifer, Ozark 
aquifer, and St. Francois aquifer. The Ozark aquifer is primary water source for 
Springfield Plateau region” (Miller and Appel, 1997). 
           Maximum relief of the Wilson creek watershed is 92.4 meters and the average 
slope of the creek is 0.0038 (Pavlowsky, 1999). Average annual precipitation is 102 cm 





at the mouth is about 2.5 m3/s (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1968). Discharges 
recorded at various USGS gages along Wilson creek and its tributaries are listed in Table 
2.3 (see Figure 2.10).  





















           Because of the karst character of the study area, surface and subsurface waters are 
part of a continuous hydrologic cycle. Both influence the quality and character of the 
watershed. Thomson (1986) documented that the groundwater may flow relatively freely 
through and between four limestone formations of the upper Springfield Plateau aquifer 
before encountering the Northview formation, a 10 to 30 foot thick relatively 
impermeable shale or siltstone layer that it dips slightly from northeast to southwest. The 
Northview Shale acts as an aquitard and restricts flow, except where it is breached by 
wells or faults or fracture zones. Most residential and farm wells are drilled in the 
shallower aquifer at less than 300 feet (Bullard, 2001).  
           Below the Northview formation is the Ozark aquifer - a primarily dolomite 
formation of up to one thousand feet thick, capable of yielding flows of up to 2,500 
gallons per minute. However, most of the City’s drinking water comes from Fulbright 
creek, the original source for the city, McDaniel Lake, Fellows Lake and the James River, 
all outside the Wilson creek watershed (City Utilities, 2002). Streams in the Wilson creek 
watershed are of the typical Ozark type with clear water, gravel substrates, and 
characteristic Ozark flora and fauna (Bullard, 2001). There are numerous impoundments, 
mainly small farm ponds. Due to the cherty soils karst topography and poor clay 
materials, most ponds are leaky and streams lose substantial portions of their flow to 
groundwater (Bullard, 2001). Channels of streams flowing through urban portions of 
Springfield have been straightened, lined with riprap and cleared of riparian vegetation, 





and Vitello, 1997). Other modifications in the watershed include channelization 
associated with road and bridge construction, gravel removal, and alterations by 
landowners to control stream bank erosion and other similar problems. These channel 
alterations create “flashy” storm discharges, especially in the urban areas (Kiner and 
Vitello, 1997). 
2.5 GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE KARST  
           Numerous techniques have been used to characterize karst terrain. In morphometric 
studies combined with remote sensing techniques, identification of linear features has been 
useful in describing regional patterns of sinkhole formation along prominent fractures 
(Brinkmann et al., 2008; Galve et al., 2008). More detailed investigations of the shallow 
subsurface often rely on boreholes to characterize subsurface conditions. Due to the spatial 
variability of karst features, information from individual boreholes may be insufficient for 
a complete site evaluation. Geophysical profiles provide continuous coverage between 
boreholes, and a number of geophysical techniques. These tools include ground penetrating 
radar, electrical resistivity, electro-magnetic, seismic, and micro-gravity methods have 
been successfully employed to characterize the subsurface in karst regions (Doolittle et al., 
1998; Miller et al., 2005; Thierry et al., 2005; He et al., 2006; Schrott and Sass, 2008). 
Because each technique has inherent advantages and drawbacks, a combination of methods 
is often used to constrain the interpretation. The geophysical results will be compared with 





geophysical data and morphological observations will provide a better understanding of the 
shear-wave velocity structure associated with potential subsidence features. Geophysicist 
and practitioners of geophysics have improved and developed innovative near-surface 
geophysical testing methods, increasing the ease and ability to visualize subsurface 
conditions and anomalies.                
           Advancements in data acquisition and interpretation have improved efficiency and 
have made the use of geophysical surveying fiscally and logistically feasible for several 
different project applications (Steeples, 2001). Unfortunately, there is still resistance by 
members of the engineering community to accept results derived from geophysical testing. 
Some practitioners see methods and results as ambiguous, and are uncomfortable with the 
non-unique nature of interpretations and level of precision that are characteristic of 
geophysical testing methods. Views from geophysical practitioners suggest that the 
hesitance is caused by improper presentation of findings on the part of the geophysicist or 
geophysical provider. Issues also spawn from unrealistic expectations of the testing on the 
part of the engineer or owner requesting the testing. By understanding proper application 
and associated limitations of testing methods, near-surface geophysics can provide tools 
for improving the quality of geotechnical site characterization (Butler, 2005). 
           In recent years, Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) has emerged as 
a popular field method for investigations of the shallow subsurface. The technique uses 
dispersion of Rayleigh waves to construct 2-D models of shear-wave velocity structure of 





which is the ratio of shear stress to corresponding shear strain. Shear-wave velocity 
information is also important in the evaluation of earthquake hazards. The relationship 
between velocity and shear modulus allows engineers to assess the susceptibility of a site 
to ground motion and soil liquefaction (Andrus and Stokoe, 2000). In tectonically active 
areas, MASW has been utilized in site-response studies and planning efforts (Luke et al., 
2008). Lin et al., (2004) also demonstrated the applicability of MASW in assessing soil 



















3. KARST CONCEPT PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS 
3.1 KARST CONCEPT  
           Karst is defined as “a terrain with unique landforms and hydrology developed 
from the dissolution of soluble rocks, principally limestone and dolomite” (USGS, 2012). 
“Karst is characterized by the presence of springs, caves, sinkholes, and a unique 
hydrogeology” (USGS, 2012). Karst is a term derived from the German form of the 
Slavic word “Kras” or “Krs”, meaning a bleak waterless place (Monroe, 1970). 
Worldwide “Karst” is a term used to describe distinctive landforms, hydrology, and 
environments that arise from the combination of high rock solubility and well-developed 
subsurface drainage networks comprised of various rock types. These type of rocks are 
quickly dissolved by water (Sweeting, 1981; Jennings, 1985; Klimchouk et al., 2005; 
Gunn, 2004; Culver and White, 2005; Ford and Williams, 2007; Palmer, 2007). The word 
karst means stony, barren ground.  It is derived from the Serbo-Croatian word 
kara/garage, meaning stone, and the Slovenian word kras (Gams et al., 1973, 1993, 2003; 
Kranjc et al., 2007). PseudoKarst forms are similar in morphology to karst landforms but 
occur by completely different processes. They have been documented in lithology as 








3.2 KARST PROCESSES    
           Naturally acidic rainfall infiltrating along the fractures and bedding planes of the 
carbonate rocks. Especially like the thick Burlington – Keokuk formations in Missouri. 
Those formations are created above and below ground drainage networks by solution of 
the calcium carbonate rich limestone. In some areas, the solution of bedrock material is 
often the predominant erosional agent and the geologic features that develop under such 
circumstances are termed karst. Karst features can be grouped into one of four general 
categories:  
  Recharge features such as sinkholes, losing streams, and swallets where surface 
water can enter underground passages on either the land surface or within a 
stream channel. 
  Transport features such as caves and conduits where water is, or once was 
conveyed below the earth’s surface.  
  Discharge features such as springs where uplifted bedrock with subsequent. It 
increased stream gradients and erosion has exposed underground conduits that 
allow the subsurface water to emerge. 
  Depositional features such as stalagtites, stalagmites, and other cave formations in 
which calcium carbonate is precipitated from groundwater flow (Bullard, 2001).   
           Subsurface caves, underground streams, and sinkholes are known as karst 





are live and grown.  They realized the difficulties of living on that karst area. Flooding, 
and easily polluted groundwater are rapidly moves contaminants to wells and springs. 
Using science and technology to develop solutions to the problems of living with karst. 
Missouri is one of the top ten states characterized by the occurrence of karst terrains (see 
Figure 3.1). Many engineering and environmental difficulties occur in areas in which 
natural geologic sublayers are subject to solution and erosion (Ford and Williams, 2007).  
These solution and erosion can generate cavities near the earth surface. Such regions are 
commonly referred as a karst. The word “Karst” has commonly been used to refer solely 
to areas of outcrop dissolvable bedrock that have an abundance of surface landforms (e.g. 
sinkholes, sinking streams, and springs). This karst reflects the presence of subsurface 
voids or caves. During the last few decades a distinction has been drawn. The drawn 
between karst features that reflect surficial (epigenetic) solution processes and karst 
features that reflect deep-seated (hypogenic) solution processes (Palmer, 1991).  The term 
“Karst” has been expanded because as recognition of karst features that occur deep 
within the subsurface in several environments has drawn increased.  
           Williams and Ford, 2006 used a geology-based approach to demonstrate that the 
karst development is primarily dependent on the dissolution of rocks. . Even very sparse 
karst features at the land’s surface, however, can indicate the presence of groundwater 
flow processes that are characteristic of karst in the wider subsurface (Halliday, 2007). 
Thus, Halliday included all regions containing soluble bedrock lithology as potentially 





with high concentrations of dissolvable rock, primarily limestone, dolomite, and gypsum. 
Limestone is a sedimentary rock that comprised of crystals of calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3).  Caves and underground streams were developed as the result of dissolving 
action continued over time. Water that falls on subterranean karst structures is considered 
to be part of an aquifer. New sinkholes can appear, and collapses can form caves and 
caverns.   
 
 Figure 3.1.  Karst Map of United States (Green color). 
 http://water.usgs.gov/ogw/karst/kig2002/jbe_map.html 
           A karst landscape is a geological phenomenon that occur in regions of sedimentary 





of groundwater (see Figure 3.2). The interconnectedness of both the surface and 
subsurface in the karst regions gives rise to several geologic hazards. Improper waste 
disposal or incidents involving hazardous waste spills can easily contaminate 
groundwater (Aley et al., 1972; Alexander & Book, 1984; Larew & Gooch, 1984; 
Vandike, 1985; Jannik et al., 1992; Alexander et al., 1993; Hubbard & Balfour, 1993; 
Chieruzzi et al., 1995; Duley 1997; Hoke & Wicks, 1997; Fels 1999). Landform failures 
in a karst terrain, particularly the sudden collapse of soils above subsurface voids, are a 
more direct risk.  
           Studied area located in Greene County, Missouri.  Greene County has abundant 
karst features, including subsurface karren cutters and pinnacles, internal drainage areas, 
numerous losing stream segments, many springs, more than 300 caves, and over 2500 
sinkholes (Bullard, 2001).  
           Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) technology, as described here can 
potentially add value to any relatively shallow (up to a few hundred meters) subsurface 
investigation. The ERT technique is widely used to map complex subsurface geology. 
The karst terrain among areas that contain with complex geology. Geologists and 
engineers like often deal with reliable but limited data acquired from either boring or 
excavating a project site. The interpolation of the limited data gathered from a complex 
terrain (e.g. in a karst) can be hazardous. Several applications of the ERT technique to 





           Karsts are formed when water dissolves soluble bedrock. Acidic water is 
important to dissolution of salt, and gypsum, limestone, dolomite, and marble. Carbonic 
acid is a mild, naturally occurring acid that is very common in groundwater. The acidic 
water is crested when water falling through the atmosphere takes a small amount of 
carbon dioxide. This water absorbs carbon dioxide produced in the soil becoming slightly 
more acidic when the slightly acidic rainwater passes through the soil. Acidic water 
readily dissolves calcite, the principal mineral in limestone and marble and an important 
mineral in dolomite (see Figure 3.3). A combination of drought condition heavy rains and 
excessive pumping has led to the recent proliferation of sinkholes. Drought condition can 
done in four ways:  
  Water can percolate through the ground,  
  Water can be pumped aggressively,  
  Can become imbalanced suddenly, and  
  Heavy rain or vibration from construction sites. 
           Significant rainfall is a fundamental key for a sinkhole to be open. The acidic 
water path into underground and, without proper drainage, can stay into sinkholes. Heavy 
rainfall and drought can create natural sinkholes.  The water table can drop losing the 
stability it once had during rainfall periods. A claylike soil can be formed when limestone 
dissolves. This soil can hold a great deal of water. The clay soil can lose its cohesive 





fundamental key to create an open sinkhole. When the acidic water path into 
underground, without proper drainage, can stay into sinkholes, it can pool and eat away at 
soluble materials. Soluble rocks that can lead to the sinkhole formation of sinkholes 
include limestone, gypsum, and salt. The circulation of water and bedrock dissolution are 
great depth. The fractures are connected, and most of them are open.  Underground 
spaces, tend to become sinkholes are also known as depressions, sinks, recessions, pits 
basins, and natural wells. Sinkholes are naturally occurring enclosed drainages. 
 
 








   
Figure 3.3. Karst Formations Sinkholes. 
http://www.saveoursuwannee.org/education/florida-hydrology-101/sinkholes-101/ 
 
           Karst as a geologic hazard may result in property damage. It can threaten the 
safety of people live nearby. An engineering classification of karst ground conditions was 
developed as a guideline for ground investigation and foundations before construction is 
begun. An engineering classification of karst development, along with typical 
morphological features of karstic ground conditions within the five classes is illustrated 
in Figure 3.4. Juvenile Karst (kI) is characterized by minimal permeability. Sinkholes and 
caves are rare in this class. Youthful Karst has widespread fissuring in the few feet that 
are nearest the surface. This class is occasionally characterized by the presence of small 
suffusion, dropout sinkholes, or many small caves (less than 10 ft in diameter). A mature 
karst is typically represented by the extensive secondary opening of most fissures and the 






Figure 3.4. Typical morphological features of Karstic ground conditions within the five 
classes of the karst engineering classification. The dotted ornament represents any type of 





3.3 COMMON KARST LANDFORM TYPES  
           There are many karst landscapes exist on the earth (e.g. spring, caves, and 
sinkholes). 
3.3.1 Springs. A spring can be developed where surface water has infiltrated the 
Earth's surface (recharge area), becoming part of the area’s groundwater, as the result of 
karst topography. The underground water then penetrates through a network of cracks 
and fissure openings, ranging from intergranular spaces to large caves. The water 
emerges from below the surface in the form of a karst spring. A confined aquifer exist 
and it is forcing the spring to appear on the surface land.  
           In which the recharge area of the spring water table rests at a higher elevation than 
that of the outlet. Spring water is forced to the surface by elevated sources of by the 
artesian wells. Springs are found primarily in either mountainous or hilly terrains. A 
spring is defined as a place in which a natural outflow of groundwater occurs. Spring 
water is typically fed from a sand or gravel water-bearing soil formation known as an 
aquifer. Or a water flow through fissured rock. Spring water is forced toward the surface 
either solid or clay layers block the underground flow of water. Surface land water can 
emerge either in the open as a spring, or invisibly as an outflow into a river, stream, lake 
or the sea, as described in Figure 3.5. It can be tapped easily when it emerges as a spring. 





favored source because the water usually has a high natural quality, and intake 
arrangements are relatively straightforward.  
 
 Figure 3.5. Occurrence of Springs. 
http://www.samsamwater.com/library/TP40_8_Spring_water_tapping.pdf 
           Green vegetation in a dry area may also be an indication of a spring source during 
dry season. Many springs form small ponds where animals drink and people may scoop 
water. A spring is a water resource. 
           It developed when a valley or other excavation intersects a flowing body of 
underground water at or below the local water table, below which the subsurface material 
is saturated with water. A spring can be produced when an aquifer is filled until water 





hundreds of millions of gallons daily. Springs are openings through which ground water 
discharges to the land surface.  
           Missouri contains over 2,800 recorded springs. The exact number, however is 
unknown. Several of these springs are among the largest springs in not only the United 
States. Approximately eleven springs have an average daily discharge of more than 50 
million gallons. The ten largest springs in Missouri combined have a daily average 
discharge of over a billion gallons of water. Big Spring with an average daily flow of 276 
million gallons is the largest spring in Missouri. It is known to have a maximum one-day 
flow greater than one billion gallons. The spring’s flows correlate with seasonal rainfall. 
Large volumes of water flow from these springs as the result of the underground channels 
that form complex networks. These network serve as drainage systems for the rainfall 
across large areas of land (Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR), 2007). 
           Most springs have clear, colorless water. Dissolved organic compounds may 
however, color water pale brown with dissolved organic compounds during certain 
seasons. The spring’s temperature is constant during a year, remaining close to the mean 
annual surface temperature of 58 to 59 degree Fahrenheit. Water quality from the springs 
is generally good from a mineralogical point of view. Water is “hard” because of a 
significant concentration of dissolved minerals. These minerals are primarily a function 
of the recharge and the season. Dissolved minerals include large amount of calcium and 
magnesium. They also include smaller amount of iron, manganese, sulfates, fluorides, 





character and structure. The majority of the springs in Missouri are located in the Ozarks 
region. The massive beds of dolomite and associated sandstones can be are 
approximately 2,000 feet creating colossal underground storage reservoirs. Other 
conditions are similar to those in the Ozarks. Springs within the Springfield Plateau, 
however, are smaller and their flows are less constant. The storage reservoir volume in 
this Plateau is much less than that in the Ozarks. The till plains in northern Missouri are 
primarily underlain by the Pennsylvanian shales and coals. This area contains few 
developed springs. Several of the springs discharge from the Pennsylvanian limestone.  In 
many instances, a cave and a spring are one system. Several springs discharge from the 
underground water-filled passages. The caves southern Missouri can be found in all 
stages of development. This stages start from completely water-filled cavities of springs 
to "completed" caves with extensive speleothems and large passages where streams flow 
only in wet weather (Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR), 2007). 
           3.3.1.1 The process of forming springs. Springs can be formed in any type of 
rock. Small springs are found in many locations. The largest springs in Missouri 
developed in limestone and dolomite within the Ozark’s karst topography. Both 
limestone and dolomite fracture relatively easily. Carbonic acid (formed by rainwater 
penetrating through organic matter in the soil) dissolves bedrock when it enters these 
fractures. Acidic water begins to cut sideways, forming an underground spring. It reaches 
either a horizontal crack or a layer of non-dissolving rock (e.g. sandstone or shale).  The 





become a cave. This process may take between tens and hundreds of thousands of years 
to complete. Many factors, (e.g., the water pressure in the aquifer, the size of the caverns 
within the rocks, the size of the spring basin, and the amount of rainfall) determine the 
amount of water that flows from springs. Human activities can also affect the quantity of 
water that discharges from a spring. Ground-water withdrawals in an area can reduce the 
pressure in an aquifer, causing water levels in the aquifer system to drop and ultimately 
decrease the spring’s flow.  The spring’s discharge is determined by its recharge basin. 
Factors that affect this recharge include the amount of precipitation received, the size of 
the area in which groundwater is captured, the size of the capture points, and the size of 
the spring outlet. Water can penetrate a subsurface ground system from many source, 
including permeable earth, sinkholes, and losing streams. Occasionally the entire creeks 
seemingly disappear as the water sinks into the ground via the stream bed. The general 
 subsurface direction of groundwater flow is depicted in Figure 3.6.
           3.3.1.2 Classification. Springs are classified into three categories: seep, fissure, or 
tubular. Seep refers to springs have small flow rates in which the source water is filtered 
into permeable earth. Fissures springs discharge from faults, joints, fractures or 
underground. Springs normally followed a natural course of voids or weaknesses in the 
bedrock. Tubular springs flow from underground caverns. 
           A number of different criteria can be used to classify springs, (Fetter, 1980; 





occurrence parameters, physical characteristics (e.g., geology, magnitude, variation, and 
permanence of flow, the water’s quality and mineralization, or water’s temperature). 
           Classifying springs according to geology can be useful because geology directly 
governs spring occurrence and water flow. Most springs in US can be classified 
according to the categories in Table 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.6. Direction of Groundwater Flow. 
http://water.usgs.gov/edu/watercyclesprings.html 
 
           Springs are naturally occurring discharge features of groundwater flow systems. 
Groundwater flow to springs (and, therefore, the characteristics of the source area) is 
primarily governed by three inter-related factors: geology (type, distribution, and 





climate (timing and amount of precipitation). Geology, topography, and climate each 
influence the amount of water that occurs as surface flow versus the amount that 
infiltrates into the ground as recharge to groundwater. The three factors govern how the 
subsurface flow system develops where springs develop. Topography drives the 
underground water flow downhill, largely dictating the occurrence of the spring itself. 
Climate affects the timing and amount of recharge to the flow system, and the volume 
and variability of discharge. Various types of springs (adapted from Davis & Deweist, 
1966) are depicted in Figure 3.7. 
           3.3.1.2.1 Gravity depression springs. Gravity springs develop in unconfined 
aquifers. Such depressions are filled with water when the ground land surface dips below 
the water table (see Figure 3.8). Gravity depression springs have a small yield.  Further 
reduction occurs when either dry season conditions or nearby underground water 
withdrawals underground water table. A geologic classification of spring types (adapted 
from Tolman, 1937) is listed in Table 3.1 and depicted in Figure 3.8. 
           3.3.1.2.2 Gravity overflow springs. Gravity springs are obtained from an outcrop 
of impervious soil, (e.g., a solid or clay fault zone). Impervious soil prevents the 
downward flow of the groundwater and forces it up to the surface (see Figure 3.9). All of 
the water from the recharge area is discharged at such an over flow spring. The flow will 
be much more regular than the recharge by rainfall. Thus, an appreciable fluctuation of 
the discharge may occur. Some springs may cease to flow completely in period of 
























Figure 3.9. Gravity Overflow Spring. 
http://www.samsamwater.com/library/TP40_8_Spring_water_tapping.pdf 
 
           3.3.1.2.3 Artesian depression springs. Artesian underground water is prevented 
from rising to its free water table level by the presence of an overlaying impervious layer, 
because artesian underground water is under pressure. Underground water comes to the 
surface as artesian springs. Artesian depression springs are similar in appearance to 
gravity depression springs. Here, the water is forced out under pressure so that the 
discharge is higher and less fluctuation occur. The Artesian water table drop during dry 












           3.3.1.2.4 Artesian fissure springs. Artesian fissure springs form an important 
variant of spring type, (see Figure 3.11). Again, the water penetrates under pressure 
through fractures in the impervious overburden. Fissure springs exist in many countries 
and are widely used for community water supplies. 
           3.3.1.2.5 Artesian overflow springs. Artesian overflow springs often have a large 
recharge area, sometimes a great distance away (see Figure 3.12). The water is forced out 





fluctuation. These springs are very well-suited for community water supply purposes. 
Artesian overflow springs have positive consequences on the impervious cover protects 




Figure 3.11. Artesian Fissure Spring. 
http://www.samsamwater.com/library/TP40_8_Spring_water_tapping.pdf 
 
           Springs are classified according to the conditions under which water flows to 
them. Many surface under pressure, while others do so as a result of discontinuities in the 





percolates from many small openings in porous ground.  The water of fracture springs 
comes from joints or fractures in otherwise solid rock. And for tubular springs the 
outflow opening is more or less round. Springs are often classified by the volume of the 
water they discharge.  
 
Figure 3.12. Artesian Overflow Spring. 
http://www.samsamwater.com/library/TP40_8_Spring_water_tapping.pdf 
           3.3.1.3 Wilson creek watershed. The Wilson Creek watershed is underlain with 
Burlington-Keokuk limestone. This limestone contains many fractures and solution 
channels. The area is dominated by karst features, which include springs, losing streams, 
caves, and sinkholes. Springs are included in the watershed (see Figure 3.13). And 
indicates which sections are losing and gaining streams. This hydrology involves a high 
level of interaction between surface water and groundwater. The watershed contains 61 
known springs. The spring output provides flow to both Wilson and Jordan Creeks. Karst 





locations. They facilitates the loss of water in other locations. The USGS, 2003 reported 
that sinkholes have been used, and may function, as storm water conduits. The recharge 
areas for many of these springs include past and present industrial sites that can 
potentially contaminate streams. 
 
 




           A National Park Service Study (Pulley et al., 1998) reported that Radar Springs 
has a drainage area that extends far from its outlet and includes several sinkholes much 





known source of storm water that may contribute pollutants to Wilson and Jordan Creeks 
from locations far from the stream. 
           3.3.2 Caves. Missouri is known as “The Cave State”. Caves are found almost 
everywhere in the state (see Figure 3.14). One exception, however, is in areas north of the 
Missouri River. Here Pennsylvanian rocks are covered with glacial drift. The highest 
concentration of caves is in Perry County, which boasts 630 known caves. The longest 
caves are also registered in Perry County known as Crevice cave. 
           Crevice Cave is the longest cave in Missouri (28.2 miles) and also the eighth 
longest in the United States. Caves occur in a wide variety of patterns, which are 
primarily controlled by the rock’s structure. Joints in rock formations create intersecting 
passageways that develop into mazelike arrangements of corridors and cross-channels. 
These patterns may also resemble meandering streams with branching tributaries in fewer 
joined beds.  
           Many Missouri caves are located deep below the surface, some as far as 200 or 
300 feet down. Some caves in Missouri are located at shallower depths. These caves have 
thinner roofs and are more subject to collapse than deeper caves. Such a collapse may 
create either a dry, open exposure of the cave or a steep-walled surface stream.  
Subsurface cavities can be partially or completely water-filled and, depending on the 
water’s composition. The water’s composition can have a resulting electrical conductivity 





filled karst conduits also play a crucial role in supplying water to many parts of the 
world.  
           Sedimentary covering, when it exists, plays a very important role in karst 
hydrogeology. These covering’s characteristics (thickness and consistency) can 
significantly change the underlying karst-related target’s to geophysical response. 




  Figure 3.14. The Density of Caves in Missouri State. 





           3.3.3 Sinkholes.  A sinkhole is a naturally developed karst features. Sinkholes, 
simply, should be left in their natural state as much as possible. This feature is typically 
either a cone or bowl-shaped depression in the land surface. It is formed when the soil 
cover collapses into a crevice in the underlying bedrock or the subsidence of a cave roof.  
It also overlies rock and soil cover the cavity below. Simple cone or bowl-shaped 
sinkholes can continue to increase in size.  They may be able to connect with adjacent 
sinkholes to form a wider, irregularly shaped compound sinkhole.  Sinkholes can fill with 
water to form one of the round ponds typically found in karst landscapes.  
           Sinkholes develop an underground cavity’s roof, becomes too thin and weak to 
support the overlying rock and soil, causing the rock to collapse. Often, suddenly this 
collapse leads to serious structural damage in the immediate area (e.g., buildings, bridges, 
utility pipelines, and cables). Sinkholes also provide direct access to ground water. In this 
case may lead to pollution and contamination of an aquifer. Geophysical and electronic 
methods help with mapping sinkholes. Unfortunately, no techniques can be used to 
accurately predict the precise location or timing of sinkhole collapse. Collapses may be 
caused by a change in the hydrostatic pressure of an artesian aquifer under certain 
conditions. They may also be caused by changes in the water table’s position. They may 
be triggered by excessive rainfall or by construction and industrial activities. In some 
instances, streets, highways, and even airport runways were built over undetected, 
potential sinkholes. A collapse is later triggered by the traffic weight and vibrations. A 





           Material and water that enters sinks is transported through the groundwater and on 
to caves, wells, and springs. The use of sinkholes for dumping trash, garbage, or any 
castoff equipment is illegal in many parts of Missouri.  
Most the karst damage recorded in the United States occurs in Florida, Missouri, 
Kentucky, and Pennsylvania. Sinkholes often develop so slowly that little change is 
noticed.  They can develop quickly when a subsidence occurs. Such subsidence can have 
a dramatic effect if it occurs in an urban setting. A sinkhole developed in southeast 










3.4 KARST TOPOGRAPHY IN MISSOURI 
           Karst is most common in carbonate terrains in humid regions of all kinds 
(temperate, tropical, alpine, and polar). Processes related to deep-seated underground 
dissolution can also occur in arid regions. Evaporate karst in humid regions is 
characterized by much higher rates of primarily subsurface development. Morphology 
and distribution patterns are the dominant factors in controlling the nature of the 
overlying land surface (e.g., the distribution of sinkholes) and the direction of 
groundwater movement.  Caves are, however, difficult places to access, and monitoring 
may be problematic. Wells, borings, and quarries are less useful because they provide 
only discontinuous points of information. Hydrographic networks that track both the 
dynamics and the chemical composition of water flowing out from and into a karstic 
terrain can also be useful.  Evaporate karst is present at the surface primarily in relatively 
arid climates. Karst landscape topographies are formed from the dissolution of soluble 
rocks (e.g., limestone, dolomite, and gypsum). They are characterized by caves, 
sinkholes, underground streams, and other features formed by the slow dissolution, rather 
than the mechanical eroding, of bedrock. People have discovered the difficulties (e.g., 
sinkhole collapse, sinkhole flooding, and easily polluted groundwater) of living on those 
terrains as population have grown and expanded into those areas. Residents and 






           Missouri is characterized by karst terrains (see Figure 3.16). Green color in Figure 
3.16 represents areas with present carbonate rocks (limestone, dolomite, and marble), 
dark green – exposed, and light green – buried carbonate rock. Areas highlighted in blue 
are comprised of evaporate rocks). Areas of pseudokarst are represented by volcanic 
rocks (highlighted in red) and by unconsolidated material (highlighted in dark yellow) 
(AGI, Veni et al. 2001). Limestone and dolomite are primarily porous. Each contains 
joints and other openings through which water can move. The dissolved material is 
carried away, and the openings become enlarged by the process of solution. Over time, 
such processes can form extensive cave passages and rock openings of different sizes. 
Underground drainage systems may develop in areas in which the outflow from these 
systems are springs.  Major karst areas in Missouri are present in the Mississippian rocks 
of St. Louis, Ste. Genevieve, Cooper, Greene, Boone, and Christian counties. They are 
present in Ordovician rocks of Perry, Phelps, Pulaski, and Howell counties. A complex 
assortment of caves, tunnels, bridges, and arches in a relatively small area is a result of 
Karst development. Famous Karst complexes include the Grand Gulf in Oregon County 
and the Ha Ha Tonka in Camden County (along a southern arm of the Lake of the 
Ozarks).  
           Over 20% of the US land surface has underlying Karst. Here because of the large 
fissures created by the dissolution of limestone and dolomite. And large amounts of fresh 
water are trapped in these formations. Underground water trapped in Karst formations 





large cracks assure that underground water is quickly recharged. Unfortunately, it also 
means karst aquifers are sensitive to contamination.  Three of the four largest metropoli-
tan areas in Missouri (St. Louis, Springfield, and Columbia) are located almost entirely 
on karst terrains. Cave exploration is popular past time particularly in the rural areas of 
the Ozarks, where over 50% of the land is within 4 kilometers of a cave. A cave was open 
to visitation for approximately 10 years in Springfield before it was gated. Several 
thousand formations were broken, and large areas were spray painted despite the low 
entrance crawlway. That cave is now a restoration laboratory (Missouri Department of 
Conservation, 2005). The Ozark area is experiencing a significant population growth 
regions in southern Missouri grew between 11% and 27% between 1990 and 2000 
(Missouri Department of Conservation, 2005). Such growth trends increase pressure on 
natural resources, particularly those considered recreational.  
           This trend compounded by an increasing nationwide trend for personal injury 
litigation, has resulted in numerous privately owned caves being closed to visitation out 
of fear of liability. A group of cavers formed the Missouri Caves and Karst Conservancy, 
Inc. to help alleviate threats to and closure of significant caves in Missouri. This organ, 
was founded in January 1993 for the primary purpose of preserving significant cave and 
karst resources in Missouri. H. Dwight Weaver, one of the organization’s founders, 
addressed the 1995 National Caves and Karst Management Symposium (Weaver, 1996). 
           Karst regions in the United States are depicted in Figure 3.17. Approximately 59% 





majority of the Karst features in Missouri developed in limestone and dolomite rocks in 
the Springfield and Salem Plateaus. Karst features are also present north of the Missouri 
River. The Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR) documented that over 
5,500 caves and more than 2,800 springs exist across Missouri (DNR, 2005). Sinkholes 
were not inventoried in most of the state.  More than 2,500 sinkholes, however, were 
recorded in Greene County, and over 7,000 sinkholes are registered in Perry County 
(Vandike, 1997). 
           Losing streams were also not inventoried statewide, but hundreds of streams 
segments of streams are known to be losing streams.  These numerous karst features 
reveal how karst is widely developed in Missouri, making possible the creation of 
complex subsurface conditions.   
           The Springfield area is located on the Springfield Plateau of the Ozarks 
physiographic region. It underlain by Mississippian age limestone and highly susceptible 
to solutional weathering. This geology is commonly referred to as “Karst”. It is 
characterized by springs, losing streams, numerous sinkholes, caves, and other related 
features. Geological Karst landscapes can present certain hazards to urban development 
(e.g., an unstable soil foundation for structures, flood hazards, groundwater 
contamination, and public safety hazards related to collapses). Requirements, design 
standards, and methods used to address these hazards are contained in this proposal. Each 





variety of forms and severity. For the purpose of establishing standards for addressing 




 Figure 3.16. Surficial Materials Map of Missouri. 
 http://dnr.mo.gov/geology/adm/publications/docs/map-SurfMap.pdf 
 
           These two categories are depression sinkholes and collapse sinkholes. Sinkholes 
are among the most common landforms of karst landscapes worldwide. They occur in a 





(Waltham et al., 2005).  Sinkholes are among the most significant geohazards of karst 
areas throughout the world, with significant negative consequences for society in terms of 
economic losses (Galloway et al., 1999; Scheidt et al., 2005). Maps were produced by a 
combination of field survey of selected areas, air photo interpretation, information from 
local residents, and reviews of the available soil surveys and United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) topographic maps.  
           The Ozark Plateau Aquifer large system comprised of many smaller aquifers 
spread over a large geographic region in Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas is 
depicted in Figure 3.18. This system consists of Ozark aquifers, St. Francois aquifers, and 
the Springfield Plateau. It has been the most significant water source for southwest 
Missouri, northeastern Oklahoma, southeast Kansas, and northern Arkansas (Macfarlane 
et.al., 2005). 
 
   Figure 3.17. Occurrence of Missouri limestone. 





           Geophysical techniques can used to conduct useful subsurface investigations. 
They are often used to detect underground voids (e.g., corridors, crypts, cellars, and 
caves). These voids can be empty, partially filled or filled with different types of stuff.  













 4. METHODS 
4.1 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY TOMOGRAPHY (ERT)    
           The goal of any geophysical method not only understand the subsurface’s structure 
but also to calculate some physical property that can be related to the rock’s actual 
properties.  Geoelectrical methods involve injecting current into the ground from one pair 
of surface electrodes and then measuring the potential at another pair. “Both current and 
the potential can provide insight into the subsurface’s resistivity that is related to its 
materials”. Electrical methods advanced further with the invention of high-speed 
computers. The idea of combining tomography methods and electrical sounding curves 
started the technique known as electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). The inversion 
method was first developed in the laboratory (Daily, Lin and Buscheck, 1987) used 
electrical tomography to measure cores and compare water transport through a rock 
sample. This concept was expanded to surface data acquisition. (Ramirez et al., 1993) 
used an automated switch and multiplexer for faster deployment. (Daily et al., (2005) and 
(Loke, 2002) provided additional information on the history of electrical resistivity. 
(Loke’s, 2002) algorithms are widely used in near-surface geophysical studies. 
           The most difficult aspect of classifying an electrical (or any geophysical anomaly) 
in the near surface is to understand its geological history. If the site’s history is not well-
known (a common problem in urban environments) data must be interpreted carefully. 





environmental, and engineering fields utilize electrical resistivity soundings and 
tomography to map fluctuations in conductive behavior. Recent advancements in 
equipment and software have automated both data acquisition and processing, making 
electrical resistivity one of the most versatile methods for both practicing geophysicists 
and engineering professionals (Steeples, 2001) 
           4.1.1 Theoretical Background. “The principle of ERT technique consists of the 
application of constant direct current imposing into the ground via two current 
electrodes” (Dahlin and Zhou, 2004). And measuring the resulting voltage at two 
potential electrodes. This method is based on multi-electrode and multi-cable systems. 
Each of the electrodes alternatively acts as not only a current but also a potential 
electrode. The electrode‘s location during the ERT measurement is dependent on the 
selection geometry of electrode arrays (Dahlin and Zhou, 2004; Candansayar, 2008). 
Dipole-Dipole, Wenner, and Schlumberger arrays are mostly used arrays in ERT 
geophysical investigation (see Figure 4.1). Each ERT’s electrode configuration has 
particular advantages and disadvantages. 
           The fundamental principle of collecting and interpreting of electrical resistivity 
measurements originates in the electrical physical theory of Ohm’s Law (see Figure 4.2). 
This law states that the product of the electrical current (I) through a conductor with the 
resistance of the conductor (R). The result is equivalent to the potential difference (V) 





              
Figure 4.1. Most Common Electrode Arrays (Wenner, Dipole-Dipole, and Schlumberger 
Arrays). 
 
                                                                                                
 
           4.1.2 The Ohm’s Law and Resistivity.  Georg Simon Ohm derived empirical 
relationship between the resistance (R) of a resistor (cylindrical-shaped body with 
uniform resistivity) and the current (I) in a simple electrical circuit. The current (I) 
passing through the resistor, and the corresponding change in potential (ΔV) (see 








                                                                                                       
                                                             
 
           A simple series circuit comprised of a battery connected to a resistor (cylindrical-
shaped body with uniform resistivity) by a wire demonstrates this relationship (see Figure 
4.2). Ohm’s Law can be used to calculate the value of resistance (R) by plugging values 
of potential voltage (ΔV) and current (I) into equation 4.2. The last two values are given 
because they can be measured. The electrical resistivity tomography concept is based on 
this empirical relationship (see equation 4.2) with the assumption that the resistor in the 
circuit is the earth (see Figure 4.2).  
Another relationship defines resistance (R) as a function of resistor’s geometry 
and cylindrical-shaped body’s resistivity (ρ) (see equation 4.3). 
 
                                                                                                                 
Equation 4.3 reveals that the magnitude of resistance is affected by a length (L) and a 
cross-sectional area (A) of the cylindrical-shaped body through which electrical current 
flows (resistor). A factor that defines the ease for electrical current to flow through the 







                                 
Figure 4.2. Electric Circuit Consisting of a Battery and a Resistor, Ohm’s Law. 
 
If equation (4.3) is rearranged, then resistivity (ρ) can be expressed as 
 
 
                                                                               
 
           The electrical resistivity of any substance is the resistance between the opposite 
faces of a material unit cube. Resistivity is an interior parameter of that element through 
which current is passing. A relationship exists between the resistivity values and the 
wire’s material. If the resistivity has high values this indicate that the material making up 






transmits electrical current very easily if the resistivity values are low. The relationship 
between resistivity values and a wire’s material is best represented by envisioning current 
passing through a thin wire (Gibson and George, 2003). The expounded application of 
the Ohm’s Law has made this relationship a capstone concept in the study of electrical 
theory units. This expounded application of the Ohm’s Law for electrical potential, 
current, and resistance are volts, amperes, and ohms, respectively.  The conductor 
element can tangibly be described as a wire element. The wire’s resistance is related to 
both the geometric shape and the wire’s material attributes. The wire’s geometry is 
typically cylindrical, therefore possessing a length and cross-sectional area. It is 
comprised of a conductive material. The wire element’s total resistance (R) is the product 
of the material resistivity (ρ) and the ratio of the wire length (L) and cross-sectional area 
(A) (see equation 4.3). 
           Considering the physical relationship between the geometry of the conductor and 
the material property.  Equation 4.3 can be manipulated to determine the material 
resistivity of the conductor element as shown in equation 4.4. 
 






This form states that the units for resistivity are dependent on the volume of space for 
which the current travels. Typical units for resistivity, ρ, include ohm-meter and ohm-
centimeter (Gibson and George, 2003) 
           Similarly, the measurement of potential differences can be related to the 
dissipation of electrical current within an infinite, homogeneous half-space. In this 
scenario, an electrical current travels in a radial fashion out from the point of origin.  
Equation 4.4 can be rewritten using the radius (r) as the distance for which the current 
travels and the surface area of the resulting equipotential surface, 2πr2. The system’s 
resistance at any point away from the point source, within the homogeneous mass can be 
described as (see equation 4.5): 
 
                                         
 
Equation 4.6 relates the resistance of the earthen model to Ohm’s Law if the earth’s 
resistance term is used: 
 







Likewise, the potential difference between any two points within the homogeneous mass 
would be the difference between the two equipotential surfaces (Gibson and George, 
2003) (see equations 4.7 and 4.8). 
 
             
 
Both the applied current (I) and measured potential difference (V) are related to a 
constant value that accounts for spatial considerations, or the way in which the reading 
was acquired in equation 4.8. This model and concept of equipotential surfaces and 
means of measuring potential differences between various surfaces is fundamental to the 
interpretation of collected field data (Gibson and George, 2003). 
           The measured resistivity in a homogeneous media will be equivalent to the true 
value of resistivity at a given location with the media. The occurrence of a homogenous 
condition is rare, however, if not non-existent in practice. A collected reading is 
considered an apparent resistivity measurement so that earth’s inherent heterogeneity can 







space that complements the measured current and potential difference for a particular 
measurement scheme (United States Corps of Engineers, 2001). Essentially, the apparent 
resistivity value is an average reading of the energized soil mass engaged during the 
measurement. Numerically, apparent resistivity can be expressed as (see equation 4.9): 
 
                                                                  
 
The geometric coefficient (G) varies by array.  The spacing and layout of both current 
and potential electrodes impacts the induced equipotential fields generated within the 
earthen mass. The geometric factor for a general four probe system can be derived from 









                                        
Figure 4.3. A General Application of Ohm’s Law for the Derivation of a Measurements 
Geometric Factor.  
 
           “Apparent resistivity measurements are not equivalent to actual measurements of 
the earthen resistivity. Readings are, however, useful during a final analysis to forward 
the model and approximate “true” resistivity measurements” (Advanced Geosciences 
Incorporated, 2009). 
A single-point current source on the ground surface of a homogeneous subsurface 
is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The equipotential surfaces have a hemispherical shape, and the 











           The potential distribution created by a pair of electrodes is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
The potential values have a symmetrical pattern about the vertical place at the mid-point 
between the two electrodes. Resistivity differences correspond to changes in either the 
lithological composition of near surface formations or the chemistry related to the fluid’s 
pore. The electrical resistivity tool employs a direct current (DC) that is applied to a pair 
of electrodes in contact with the ground. Also the voltage or electrical potential difference 
between a second pair of electrodes. An automated control unit was used to collect the 
ERT data. The DC was applied and the resulting voltage potentials and the electrode 
geometry. The current penetrates deeper as distance between geophones increased. A 
fixed geophone spacing along a survey line is used to examine lateral variations in earth 





investigate vertical changes in resistivity” (Sheets, 1985). The larger electrode spacing in 
an array will gain more depth of penetration, and a smaller electrode spacing will gain 
more resolution. 
 
Figure 4.5. The Potential Distribution Created by a Pair of Current Electrodes. 
 
           The “RES2DINV” software was used for inversion program.  This requires 
electrode spacing to be held constant; it is also divides the subsurface into rectangular 
blocks (Loke and Barker, 1996; Loke, 1998).  The inversion of resistivity data is not 
controlled by the geometry of subsurface resistivity anomalies. The purpose of the 
program is to determine a resistivity of each block such that the apparent resistivity 
pseudo-section agrees with the actual measurements (Loke, 1998). The SuperSting R8 





Geosciences Inc. The complete field system consisted of the SuperSting R8 instrument 
console, switch boxes with passive electrode cables, stainless steel electrode stakes, and 
two 12V batteries, and a power supply. Both batteries were fully charged at the beginning 
of the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) survey. A stainless steel spacing was used 
to attach to the electrodes are attached to the stake.  This attachment helped ensure that a 
metallic connection was maintained between the switch and the electrode stake. That will 
help to get good quality ERT data in the field survey. The color scale for the resistivity 
figure is between blue (for areas of low resistivity) and maroon (for areas of high 
resistivity) (Todd et, al, 1990). The equivalences factor must be understood when either 
viewing or interpreting resistivity data. Slightly different models can produce the same 
calculated resistivity values, (referred to as equivalence). Smaller features as well the 
position of the edges of larger features, may be distorted. The overall geoelectric section, 
however, should remain consistent.  
           4.1.3 Natural Conditions Affecting Resistivity Measurements. Electrical 
current flow is analogous to water flow in that both travel along the path of least 
resistance (Greenhouse, Gudjurgis and Slaine, 1998). The matrix of both soil and rock are 
comprised of solid materials and interstitial void spaces. The void spaces can be filled 
with air, water, or even organic contamination. With the exception of metallic ore, 
mineral bodies, and clay particles, the solid fraction is relatively non-conductive. 
Therefore, the material porosity and degree of saturation play an intricate role in 





current flow through electrolyte-laden pore water (Bryson, 2005). The current is not 
readily transferred through intra-particle contact. Ionic properties of clay particles do, 
however, provide a more conducive environment for current flow. A compilation of 
documented ranges of measurable resistivity for various subsurface materials is presented 
in Table 4.1.  
 
Table 4.1. Typical Values of Electrical Resistivity for Various Subsurface Materials 
(Advanced Geosciences Incorporated 2008, Gibson and George 2003, Loke 2000, 








           A full range of values exist among similar materials. Table 4.1 demonstrated how 
the condition and composition of a particular subsurface material provide significant 
variance from location to location. Also the values often overlap one another, making 
interpretations of soil types involved in different soil and rock types, possessing different 
degrees of saturation, may present as like materials (see Table 4.1). 
           4.1.4 Arrays.  Theoretically, both a single current source and a receiver element 
can be used to measure soil resistivity.  In practice, however, this method is not feasible 
due to the contact resistance between the earth and the electrode pair. Four electrodes are 
used to overcome this phenomenon. Two electrodes provide current to the ground, and 
two electrodes for measure potential differences between the earth (Milson, 1996). 
Current electrodes are identified as C1 and C2 (or A and B), and potential electrodes are 
identified as P1 and P2 or (M and N); (Loke, 2000). 
           A generic representation of a four-electrode array, denoting current and potential 
electrodes with C1, C2, P1, and P2 designations is given in Figure 4.6. Considerable 
research and development have been conducted to find different four electrode 
configurations that optimize resistivity measurements for both vertical and lateral 
resolutions in different settings and applications. The Wenner, Schlumberger, and 
Dipole-Dipole arrays are the most commonly used arrays (Society of Exploration 
Geophysicist of Japan, 2004). Other arrays include Pole-Pole, Pole-Dipole, Wenner-





4.1.4.1 Wenner array.  The Wenner array is described by the equal spacing 
between all four electrodes (see Figure 4.7).  Two current electrodes (C1) and (C2) are 
placed outside the array. The potential electrodes (P1 and P2) reside inside the array. 
Potential difference measurements are taken at the potential electrodes mid-span at a 
depth approximately 0.5 to 1.0 times the electrode’s spacing. Different depth 
measurements are made by varying the array’s interval spacing. The sensitivity pattern of 
the Wenner array provides a pattern with strong horizontal layering immediately below 
the potential electrode pair in an idealized homogeneous earth model. 
 
 






           The Wenner array is a practical array for this application because the focus of 
vertical electrical sounding (VES) is to differentiate between horizontal layers beneath a 
common point. The Wenner array strong signal also makes the array suitable for use in 
more noisy environments (Loke 2000, Society of Exploration Geophysicist of Japan, 
2004).  
           The Wenner array apparent resistivity measurement can be represented by 
equation 4.11 (Society of Exploration Geophysicist of Japan, 2004) (see Figure 4.7). 
 
                                                                                             
 







           4.1.4.2 Schlumberger array. The Schlumberger array is arranged with two 
current electrodes on the outside of the array. These electrodes are set apart by a distance 
at least five times the spacing between the two interior potential electrodes. The potential 
difference measurement is believed to lie at the mid-span of the internal potential 
electrodes.  A depth approximately one-half of the length between the exterior current 
electrodes. The Schlumberger array provides a strong signal immediately below the 
potential electrode pair similar to Wenner array. The Schlumberger array is preferred for 
VES applications due to the strong horizontal resolution and ease of setup in the field. 
The interior potential electrodes are moved only as the current electrodes are spaced 
beyond the survey’s practical limits.  That movement occurs when the ratio between the 
potential electrode spacing and the distance between the exterior current electrode and 
positional electrodes the mid-span is greater than 0.4 (United States Corps of Engineers, 
1995). The apparent resistivity measurement for the Schlumberger array can be 
represented as: (see equation 4.12). 
 
  







           The spread length, or distance, between current electrodes in equation 4.12 is L, 
and the length between the potential electrodes is expressed by the variable l. The 
Schlumberger array is valid through a certain range of spacing. The apparent resistivity 
measurement is valid as long as the spread length (L) does not exceed five times the 
potential electrode spacing (l) ass illustrated in Figure 4.8 (Society of Exploration 
Geophysicist of Japan, 2004). 
 
Figure 4.8. Schlumberger Array (a) Layout and (b) Sensitivity Pattern (Milson, 1996). 
 
           4.1.4.3 Dipole-Dipole array. Unlike the Wenner and Schlumberger arrays, 
Dipole-Dipole array does not place the potential electrode pair inside the current 





spacing that is separated by a distance 10 times the electrodes pair interior spacing. The 
Dipole-Dipole array is commonly used to perform tomography surveys because the array 
can resolve lateral variations. For comparison between the Wenner and Schlumberger 
arrays, the Dipole-Dipole array has a weaker signal and has great susceptible to the 
effects of ambient or cultural noise. The apparent resistivity reading recorded using the 
Dipole-Dipole array represents a condition present at the mid-span of the array length. 
That occurs at a depth equivalent to one-half the product of the dipole electrode spacing, 
a, and one plus the separation factor (n+1) (see Figure 4.9). 
 
         






The apparent resistivity measurement for the Dipole-Dipole array can be represented by 
equation 4.13. 
                                                  
           4.1.5 Inversion Theory.  The result of resistivity field data collection is typically 
a set of resistance measurements reduced to apparent resistivity values. Several steps 
must be followed to convert the apparent resistivity values into a resistivity model section 
that can be used for geological interpretation. Two methods exist to handle outlying 
(“bad”) data points. Such outlying data points should be removed before the final 
interpretation.  
Quality data is needed to create a reasonable model. Outlying data points can include 
both “systematic” and “random” noise. Systematic noise can be caused by measurement 
failures in the field (e.g. breaks in the cable) and poor ground contact. It is typically easy 
to detect. Random noise includes telluric currents that affect all readings. An example of 
outlying data points is given in Figure 4.10.  
           Some assumptions are made during a survey and can be incorporated into the 
inversion subroutine, which helps to narrow down the range of possible models (Loke, 
2011). Something is generally known about study area’s geology (e.g., whether the near 
surface targets are expected to have either gradational or sharp boundaries in nearly all 






karst terrain, which is always expected to have sharp boundaries. Geophysical inversion 
is used to identify a model for the subsurface whose response is similar to the measured 
data, subject to certain restrictions and within acceptable limits. The final ERT model is 
an idealized mathematical representation (Loke, 2011). The final model response is the 
synthetic data that can be calculated from the mathematical relationships.  
 
 





           The Apparent Resistivity Data is given in (a) Pseudosection Form and (b) Profile 
Form (Loke, 2011). The RES2DINV program uses the cell-based method in which the 
model parameters are the resistivity values of the model cells, and the data is the 
measured apparent resistivity values (Loke, 2011). The mathematical link between the 
model parameters and the model response for the 2-D and 3-D resistivity models is 
provided by either the finite-difference (Dey and Morrison, 1979) or finite-element 
methods (Silvester and Ferrari, 1990). 
           4.1.6 Relationship between Geology and Resistivity.  Variations in the 
resistivity of subsurface materials are primarily a function of lithology. Information about 
resistivity changes in the subsurface can be associated with different substances. Several 
resistivity values are given in Table 4.2 (W. M. Telford, 1976). 






           Most materials can be characterized by resistivity values that vary by several 
orders of magnitude (see Table 4.2). For example, limestone has resistivity values 
between 50 ohm-m to 10
7
 ohm-m. Most minerals are considered to be either insulators or 
resistive conductors. Thus the majority of a rock electrical current flow is accomplished 
by the passage of ions in pore fluids (electrolytic conduction). Conductivity (which is a 
reversal of resistivity) is primarily affected by porosity, saturation, salinity, lithology, 
clay content, and temperature. Accordingly, materials with a constant mineralogical 
composition can possess different resistivity values. These values are dependent upon all 
of these parameters. Variations in the resistivity distribution of the subsurface are 
primarily a function of lithology (Keller and Frischknecht, 1966, Daniels and Alberty, 
1966, Telford et al., 1990). The resistivity of several rocks, soil materials, and chemicals 
is illustrated in Figure 4.11, that dependent on the degree of fracturing, and moisture 
content in the fractures. Both igneous and metamorphic rocks typically have high 
resistivity values. This resistivity may vary from approximately 1,000 to 10 million Ohm-
m (depending on the saturation level). Sedimentary rocks are typically more porous and 
permeable than either igneous or metamorphic rocks. They also have lower resistivity 
values. Typical resistivity values for sedimentary rocks are between 10 and 
approximately 10,000 Ohm-m.  Most values are below 1,000 Ohm-m.  Unconsolidated 
sediments generally have low resistivity values that are between 10 and 1,000 Ohm-m. 
Again, the resistivity value is dependent on porosity, water saturation, and clay content. 





different rock overlap because such factors as porosity, the degree of water saturation, 
and the concentration of dissolved salts can significantly change it. Groundwater 
resistivity values are between 10 and 100 Ohm-m; they are dependent on the 
concentration of dissolved salts (see Figure 4.11). 
           The inversion of electrical data takes the measured apparent resistivity and puts 
the data into blocks of calculated apparent resistivity. Thus, the model can be shown as a 
2D grid and displayed as a “pseudosection.” Geophysical inversion inverts the observed 
apparent resistivity in the field into a mapping of the variations in the subsurface 
resistivity. This inversion can be completed by defining a set of model parameters 
obtained from the measured data; the model response is the synthetic data calculated 
from mathematical relationships to resemble the subsurface. The model data and the 
response are related in the software RES2DINVTM using a finite difference technique 
(Dey and Morrison, 1979). Or for higher accuracy a finite element method (Silvester and 
Ferrari, 1990). 
           The apparent resistivity inversion of data takes the observed data and forward 
models it so that looks similar to the measured results. It can then be inverted to obtain 
the true apparent resistivity. The subsurface must first to be divided into either 
rectangular blocks (for finite differences) or trapezoids (for finite elements) within which 
the observed values are assigned. The blocks data are then forward modeled to resemble 
the original data. They are forward modeled so that hat a continuous spectrum of 





results can be obtained). The value will be inverted to obtain the true apparent resistivity 
after an ongoing range of a 2-D pseudosection is calculated. The inversion can be done 
by looking at the difference between the calculated and measured apparent resistivity. 
The residual between these measurements is used to update the inverted resistivity 
pseudosection. The apparent resistivity’s distance from the modeled resistivity reveal 
RMS error of the inversion. The lower the RMS error, the closer the modeled data is to 
the original data. This inversion process is iterated and continually updates the model 
until the RMS error stops decreasing if the RMS error starts increasing you then start 
creating over-inversions and false anomalies in the data.  
 
 
Figure 4.11. Resistivity of Common Rocks, Soil Materials and Chemicals (Keller and  





           The ERT tomograms will have only the original dataset and the inverted real 
apparent resistivity section. The forward modeled resistivity section is useful for quality 
control of the results. It is not, however, mandatory for interpretation. More details about 
the inversion of such electrical data can be found in the literature (Loke, 2002).  Problems 
can arise when the solution of the Jacobian vector is either singular or nearly singular, 
making it impossible to solve for the model perturbation vector accurately. The problems 
can happen when the initial model that is used is far from an optimal model. An identity 
matrix is added to the data, creating a smoothing function that produces a well-defined 
inversion to solve this problem.  The problem solution can be done by adding a 
damping/Marquardt factor (Lines and Treitel, 1984). The RES2DINVTM uses a similar 
type of damping parameter. These parameters, however, can change for both horizontal 
and vertical values. The inversion is known as a smoothness-constrained least squares 
method (Sasaki, 1992). It is given in equation (4.11). 
4.1.7 Resistivity Characterization of Karst.  Resistivity to either an electric or a 
magnetic field is a property that can be measured for any material, it is a measure of that 
material’s opposition to the flow of electrical current. The inverse of resistivity is 
conductivity. The resistivity of rocks varies over orders of magnitude (over powers of 
ten). The measurement of resistivity from the earth’s surface can provide estimates of the 





           A karst feature is a void created in rock. These properties were selected in 
previous study accordingly to the Stakeholders (CARD, 2004). A mappable (recordable) 
contrast in rock properties must exist before geophysical tool will work. The target’s size 
and surface depth are also used. A geologic formations resistivity is primarily dependent 
on the formation fluid content, temperature, porosity, fracturing, and the conductive 
components inclusions. Brine in the pore spaces and fracture openings, as well as the 
inclusion of conductive clay minerals, can lower the rock’s resistivity. (Xiao, 2004) noted 
the following: “The electrical resistivity of rocks depends on the density of charge 
carriers and the geometry of current pathways. High porosity, high salinity pore fluid, 
high saturation of liquid, or partial melting of rock will give a lot of charge carriers. Good 
interconnection between pores can give a high density of electric current pathways.” (For 
additional information on electrical properties of rocks and minerals (see Telford et al., 
1990). Anthropogenic metal either below or at the surface may partially or wholly short-
circuit the electrical paths or partially or completely mask subsurface features.  The ERT 
is intrinsically less intrusive than multiple monitoring wells. Shutting down or installing 
cable ramps on several lanes of a heavily-traveled road for ERT cable and stakes may be 
more than diverting one lane at a time for a small drilling or direct-push rig. 
4.2 MULTICHANNEL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE WAVES (MASW) 
           The measurement of shear wave velocity is beneficial for analyzing variations in 





can be studied by evaluating change in stress. Multichannel analysis of surface waves 
(MASW) is a non-destructive seismic method which analyzes the dispersion properties of 
horizontal traveling Rayleigh surface waves (Park et al., 2003). MASW depends on 
information from the propagation of surface waves to define the subsurface distribution 
of elastic properties. Since surface waves are dispersive in nature, different wavelengths 
will penetrate to different depths and phase-velocity becomes a function of frequency. 
Consequently, dispersion analysis was effectively performed in the frequency-slowness 
domain using Park’s method (Park et al., 1999). The shear wave velocity provides a 
deeper and larger coverage for imaging the subsurface, and for accurately estimating the 
shear wave velocity of structures more quickly through one or two-dimensional (1-D, 2-
D) tomography of soil layers at depths that are less than or equal to 30 meters. 
           The multichannel analysis of surface waves is an excellent alternative to the 
conventional reflection/refraction methods for providing shear wave velocity information 
in a 1-D or 2-D fashion. The multichannel analysis of surface waves utilizes the 
dispersive Rayleigh-type surface wave that travels parallel to the ground at a depth of 
approximately one wavelength, and it represents about two thirds of seismic energy 
imparted into the ground from a surface seismic source. It is superior to most of the other 
geophysical methods for its easy field acquisition, processing, and insensitivity to cultural 
noise.   
Many surface waves, S-wave profiles, were conducted at studied area. There were 






were reliable, and the second was to estimate the depth to the bedrock on the basis of the 
interpreted MASW profiles. There are similar methods that have been employed by 
geophysicists for some time, but the MASW method has surpassed its counterparts by 
giving increasingly more accurate and detailed information to help interpret images of the 
subsurface more easily.                              
           4.2.1 Seismic Wave Theory. Seismic theory is dependent on the idea that elastic 
waves travel at speeds which correlate with the physical properties the respective media 
(Parasnis, 1997). Recognizing this requires an initial physical understanding of material 
elastic behavior and wave velocity. Hooke’s law states that the strain, ϭ, experienced by 
an object is directly related to the imposed stress, σ, on that given object. When no 
permanent deformation is experienced, the elastic material property that directly 
correlates strain to stress is termed the elastic modulus, E. (Callister Jr., 2001), as shown 
in equation 4.14. 
 
                                                                                                
                                                                                                    






           The propagation of different wave types is caused by the different forms of stress 
imposed (e.g. compressive stress, shearing stress). In different situations, the applicability 
of the small strain assumption has been questioned and other models relating stress and 
strain have been applied to seismic analysis. However, the principle of Hooke’s law 
remains one of the prominent models for elasticity in seismic theory (Parasnis, 1997). 
           The wave velocity, v, is directly related to the frequency of the wave, f, and the 
length of the wave, λ, as shown in Equation 4.15. 
                                                                                       
The wavelength is the distance between two consecutive wave peaks or troughs. The 
frequency of a wave is the reciprocal of the wave period, T, which is the duration 
required to complete one wave oscillation, as shown in equation 4.16. 
                                                                                                   
Although basic in concept, the understanding of the basic wave relationships is beneficial 
when evaluating and interpreting seismic wave activity (Steeples, 1998). 
           4.2.2 Wave Types.  Seismic waves are grouped as either body waves or surface 
waves (Steeples, 1998). Body waves are non-dispersive and travel through a given media 
at a speed proportional to the material density and modulus. Body waves can either travel 
longitudinal or transverse to the direction of the traveling wave. Longitudinal movements 









waves or shear waves (see Figure 4.12). P-waves transfer energy through media by 
compressing and dilating particles as the wave passes through the media. In S-wave 
propagation, particles move perpendicular to the direction of wave movement. In a 
homogeneous environment, the velocity of a body can be expressed by the general 
equation provided below (see equation 4.17). 
                                                     
For P-waves, the material elastic modulus is related to both the bulk modulus, K, and 
shear modulus, μ. However, for S-waves, the material modulus is only related to the shear 
modulus (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 2002). P-waves transmit faster than S-waves, and S-
waves do not propagate through liquids or gases (Parasnis, 1997). The direct 
measurement of P- and S- waves can be used to calculate soil properties such as 
Poisson’s ratio and bulk and shear moduli (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 2002). Surface 
waves are waves that travel along free surfaces or along the boundary of dissimilar 
materials (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 2002). Surface waves represent the strongest portion 
of the signal received during a seismic survey. It is estimated that over 70 percent of the 
received signal during a given shot is attributed to the arrival of surface waves (Ivanov, 
Park and Xia, 2009). For this reason, the reception of surface waves has long since been 








Figure 4.12. Translational Behavior of (a) P-waves and (b) S-waves (Van Der Hilst, 
2004). 
 
           The two main types of surface waves are Love Waves and Rayleigh Waves. Love 
waves are a form of polarized shear wave, which travels parallel to the free surface and 
perpendicular to the direction of the wave (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 2002). Love waves 
are observed in a multilayer media, when the shear wave velocity of the top layer is less 
than that of the lower layer (Parasnis, 1997). Rayleigh waves move perpendicular to the 
surface, while traveling along the wave path. The shape of the Rayleigh waveform is 
described as a retrograde, elliptical motion. The retrograde elliptical motion can be 
compared to the observable path of a cork present in a gentle wave motion of a pond or 
lake. The respective Love and Rayleigh waveforms are also termed ground roll, as these 
are the waves (or rolling feeling) which might be felt in an explosion or seismic event 






Figure 4.13. (a) Love and Rayleigh Wave Propagation and (b) Retrograde, Elliptical 
Particle Motion of Rayleigh Wave Propagation (Van Der Hilst, 2004). 
 
           4.2.3 Wave Motion.  “The spectral analysis of surface waves (MASW) is based 
on the relationship between Rayleigh wave phase velocities and the depth-range of 
associated particle motion. More specifically, in this technique phase velocities are 
calculated for each component frequency of the field-recorded Rayleigh waves” 
(Nazarian et al., 1983; Stokoe et al., 1994; Park et. al., 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Xia et al., 
1999) (see Figure 4.14). Surface waves are inherently dispersive, meaning that the 





Given the dispersive characteristics, it is understood that surface waves travel exclusively 
within near-surface soils. This depth is estimated to be within approximately one surface 
wavelength of the Earth’s surface (Steeples, 1998). 
 
 
Figure 4.14. Particle Motions Associated with Rayleigh Waves.  
 
           Rayleigh waves have unique properties that allow them to be transformed into 
near-surface shear wave velocity profiles (Surf-Seis, 2006). “The speed of Rayleigh 
waves is mostly a function of the shear wave velocity of the medium through which they 
are propagating” (Rayleigh Wave, 2010). In seismology, Rayleigh waves, also called 
"ground rolls", are the most important type of surface waves. Engineers transform 
Rayleigh wave phase velocities into shear wave velocity profiles of the subsurface with 





           4.2.4 Performance of MASW Testing. Evaluations using MASW can be 
completed in three steps. First, the multiple seismic records must be recorded during field 
testing. Secondly, each seismic record is processed and inverted into individual, one-
dimensional, shear wave profiles. The final step involves combining individual profiles, 
through interpolation, into a single tomography image representing subsurface shear 
wave characteristics (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009). 
4.2.5 Equipment. The equipment required to conduct MASW analyses is 
comprised of five elements: a seismic source, a triggering device, receivers, transmitting 
cables, and a multichannel seismograph (see Figure 4.17). 
4.2.5.1 Seismic source.  A seismic source is used to transfer energy to the ground 
for the purpose of inducing seismic wave activity. In practice, a source can be an impact 
force applied to the ground by a hammer or falling weight, a small scale explosion 
detonated within the subsurface, or a mechanical vibratory device. However, for surveys 
requiring a higher degree of energy transfer, the sources need to provide a signal with a 
constant frequency and the selection of a seismic source should be based on the signal 
requirements of the survey, the cost, and the relative safety (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 
2002). 
4.2.5.2 Trigger mechanism.  The triggering mechanism is needed to signal the 
seismography and synchronize the time with the arrival of the transmitted surface wave.  





event and the time for which the signal is transmitted to the seismography. Lag time can 
be predetermined for a particular trigger instrument and programmed into the 
seismograph for use during data acquisition (Geometrics Incorporated, 2003). An 
example of a simple triggering system attached to a sledgehammer is provided in Figure 
4.15. In an ideal situation, the trigger would provide an instantaneous signal marking the 
initiation of the survey (Milson, 1996). 
 
 Figure 4.15. Example of Sledgehammer Triggering Device (Milson, 1996). 
           4.2.5.3 Geophones.  Receivers, or geophones, are electromechanical transducers 
that convert ground motion into an electrical analog signal (Pelton, 2005). The current, or 





internal magnetic core (Milson, 1996). The movement of the internal core is relative to 
the ground movement below the geophone, as the seismic wave(s) pass the respective 
receiver (Kearey, Brooks and Hill, 2002). For MASW applications, lower frequency 
receivers (e.g. 2 Hz, 4.5 Hz) provide better performance due to the ability to capture 
deeper transmitted signals (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009). Figure 4.16 provides an example 
of the configuration of a spike-coupled geophone. Geophones with single, vertical axis of 
vibration are commonly used to measure incoming signals immediately below the 
receiver. Other geophones with horizontal or multiple axis capabilities are available, but 
are not commonly used for MASW applications (United States Corps of Engineers, 
1995). 
 
Figure 4.16. Example of Spike-coupled Geophone (Milson, 1996). 
           4.2.5.4 Geophone cable.  Analog electrical impulses are transmitted from the 
individual geophones to the seismograph through a cable system. The cable is metallic 





talk” between the geophone cable and the trigger switch, consideration should be given 
during data acquisition to maintain a sufficient distance between the two elements 
(Milson, 1996). 
           4.2.5.5 Seismograph. Seismographs are used to record and interpret the 
transmitted signal from the geophone into a discernable trace or shot record. 
Seismographs can range in complexity from simple timing instruments to 
microcomputers capable of digitizing, storing, and displaying received shot records. 
Multichannel seismographs allow for the acquisition of multiple independent readings. 
Systems with 24 channels are common in shallow surface investigations; however, 
deeper applications may utilize a greater number of channels (Milson, 1996). 
4.2.6 Requirement and Field Procedures.  Three types of MASW methods 
exist: Active, Passive Remote, and Passive Roadside. Each type of method has its 
advantages and limitations, but the general idea of all three is the same (Surf-Seis, 2006). 
The active method, shown in Figure 4.17, is the most common type of MASW method 
that can produce a 2-D Vs profile. Consideration should be given to the geophone 
interval spacing, as an increased length will improve depth and modal separation, but it 
will also increase the amount of spatial averaging of the data during processing (Park, 
2005). The active MASW adopts the conventional seismic refraction mode of surveying, 
by using an active seismic source, such as weight drops, to achieve a depth of up to 30 
meters. This can vary based on the site and the active source that is used. “Waves can be 






Figure 4.17. The Instrumentation Used in the MASW Survey (Park et al., 2004). 
           The maximum depth of penetration is determined by the longest wavelength of the 
surface waves” (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009). The longest wavelengths that can be 
generated depend on the impact power of the source. The greater the impact power, the 
longer the wavelength and the greater the depth of penetration.  As shown in Figure 4.18, 
receivers are laid out using uniform linear spacing, and the seismic source is located at a 
set distance from the first receiver in the array. The distance should be far enough from 





planar nature. This condition results in a received signal dominated by higher mode 
surface wave activity and possibly interference from received body waves. Optimization 
of the offset source can be performed prior to the survey by collecting trial shots at 
various offset distances (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009). 
           The performance of the MASW method, with a faster 2-D tomography technique 
for subsurface investigations, as shown in Figure 4.17.  
It shows the acquisition of multichannel records along a linear survey line using 
the roll-along mode to obtain 2-D tomography through a conventional MASW method. 
During data acquisition in previous MASW methods, a certain number of receivers (N) 
were linearly deployed with an even spacing (Dx) over a distance (XT) and a seismic 
source was located at a certain distance (X0) away from the first receiver. The same 
source-receiver configuration (SR) was moved by a certain interval (dSR) to successively 










 Figure 4.18. MASW Data Acquisition. Critical Factors Include the Size of the Energy    
 Source, the Source-Receiver Offsets, and the Geophone Frequency, the Number of   

















5. GEOPHYSICAL DATA ACQUISTION AND DATA PROCESSING 
 
           There are two geophysical methods were used in this research studied. These 
methods are electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and multichannel analysis of surface 
waves (MASW). 
5.1 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY TOMOGRAPHY DATA ACQUISITION    
     The electrical resistivity system used in this survey was a Supersting R8, 
manufactured by Advanced Geosciences Inc. The complete field system consists of: 
  The Supersting R8 instrument console. 
  Switch boxes with passive electrode cables. 
  Stainless steel electrode stakes (100 pc). 
  Two 12V battery, power supply. 
  Active and passive cables. 
     The Supersting uses two 12Volt battery. The battery is fully charged at the start of 
ERT survey. Figure 5.1 shows the Supersting, passive cable, active cable, two 12Volt 
battery. The steel stakes which conduct the current to and from the ground, number from 
1 to 100. Figure 5.2 shows how to attach the electrode switch to the stake by using the 
stainless steel spring. The reason why this attachment, to make sure there is metallic 
connection between the switch and the electrode stake. This will help to get good quality 





one or more electrodes, this need to double check of electrode and steel metal attachment. 
Sometimes the ground very dry and need to pore water to help conductivity. 
 
Figure 5.1 Supersting R8, Switch Box, 12V Battery, Steel Stakes. 
http://www.nckri.org/about_nckri/annuals/nckri_09-10_annual_report.pdf 
 
Figure 5.2. Electrode Switch Attached to the Stake. 
http://csggeotech.com/finding-groundwater/using-geophysics-to-find-groundwater/ 
    
           5.1.1 The Steps of ERT Data Acquisition. There are many steps used in this 





  Star by stretching a measuring tape along the ERT line. 
  Place the 168 stainless steel electrode stakes in the ground at 5 ft. spacing, on 
straight line. 
  Lay out the passive cables. Drop one switch (or take-out) at each stake. Note that 
the switches are numbered. The switch number is marked on the cable beside each 
electrode switch. The cables are laid out in the correct order so that the switches 
(take-outs in the case of passive cables) are numbered consecutively. 
  Using the stainless steel springs or rubber bands, fasten each switch/take-out to its 
electrode. Make sure there is metallic connection between the switch and the 
electrode stake. 
  On control unit, Enter ERT file name, spacing between the electrodes (5ft), the 
unit (feet) and the last electrode number used in the survey (168). 
  Perform contact resistivity test, and ensure that all the electrodes passed the test 
before continuing. 
  Press “Measurement” bottom on control console. 
           Twenty electrical resistivity profiles were acquired on the surface in an effort to 
determine the geological structure of studied area. The electrical resistivity tomography 
data were acquired using an AGI SuperSting R8/IP resistivity unit equipped with a 
dipole-dipole array consisting of 168 electrodes. Typical depth of investigation is 20 
percent of the length of the electrical resistivity array. With 168 available electrodes and 





chosen for this ERT survey. The spacing between each adjacent ERT traverse is 100ft. 
The length of each ERT traverse is little more than 4640ft. The acquired ERT field data 
were good quality and were processed using RES2DINV software.  
5.2 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY TOMOGRAPHY DATA PROCESSING 
           The resistivity data sets collected in the field were converted into resistivity 
models, also known as ERT resistivity profiles, which were used for interpretation of 
subsurface conditions. 
The RES2DINV software was used for processing of the data acquired in the 
Springfield study site. 
      The following steps were involved into the ERT data processing: 
  “Inspection of the resistivity data sets for presence of unreasonable high and low 
 (Negative) resistivity values are also called “bad data points” “(Loke, 2004). 
  Removal of “bad data points”. 
  “Compilation of a resistivity model/ERT resistivity profile that displays 
horizontal and vertical resistivity distribution “(Loke, 2004). 
“Before processing, ERT resistivity data acquired in the field had to be inspected for 
presence of “bad data points”. “Bad data points” mean resistivity of unrealistically high 
and low (negative) values “(Loke, 2004).  “Bad data points” can be exist as the result of 
different things. One of them is a failure during the survey, such as electrode 
malfunctioning. Another reason is a very poor electrode-ground contact. “Bad” resistivity 





into an ice lens. Ice acts as an insulator, and affects measurements, which are taken at the 
electrode. “Inspection of a “bad data points” can be done by viewing a profile plot, 
illustrated (see Figure 5.3). The “bad data points” can be shown as stand out points (see 
Figure 5.3) all “bad data points” are marked as red plus signs)” (Loke, 2004). The 
RES2DINV software offers an option that allows for removal of such points manually by 
simply clicking on them. 
           In this research, quality control for the presence of unrealistically high and low 
(negative) resistivity values was performed. During ERT data acquisition, the ground was 
dry at some locations, and that slightly affected the resistivity measurements. After all 
resistivity data sets were examined, a few “bad data points” were detected and removed. 
After the resistivity data sets acquired in the field were inspected and all unrealistic 
values were removed, the RES2DINVsoftware used an inversion algorithm to convert the 
measured resistivity data sets into resistivity model/ERT resistivity profiles, which reflect 
lateral and vertical resistivity distribution. 
           The software creates a resistivity model/resistivity profile that has the same 
resistivity distribution as actual resistivity distribution below corresponding traverse. To 
increase the quality of the calculated model, the Root Mean Square (RMS) value is used 
(Loke, 2004). The smaller this value, the better the calculated model correlates with real 
resistivity distribution. Usually, the RMS value, up to 5%, provides a good quality 
control of the calculated model. To run the resistivity inversion program on the data 





computer system to ensure that it has the certain resources that RES2DINV requires. It 
will check for the available memory and hard disc space. If the program displays a 
warning, quit from the program and make the necessary changes. The RES2DINV will 
then display the following Main Menu bar near the top of the screen, after checking the 
computer configuration. Select an option by clicking it with the mouse cursor. When 
using the program for the first time, try to read the resistivity data file xxx.dat. Then 
select the edit option to remove bad points and finally select the inversion option to carry 
out an inversion of the data set. Inversion is a process that determines the most likely 
physical conditions that cause the data patterns. 
           To create a resistivity model, the RES2DINV subdivides the subsurface into a 
finite number of rectangular pixels (see Figure 5.4). Each pixel is assigned a resistivity 
value which represents the resistivity of different materials encompassed within that 
discrete pixel; therefore some lateral and vertical smoothing takes place (Anderson, 
2006). 
           The size of the pixels is affected by the spacing between adjacent electrodes. 
Horizontal dimension of a pixel is equal to lateral distance between adjacent electrodes, 
the and at shallow depth the vertical dimension is approximately equal to 20% of the 
spacing between two adjacent electrodes. With increasing depth of investigation, vertical 
dimension of pixels gradually increases up to 100% of the distance between adjacent 
electrodes (Anderson et al., 2006). The resolution of the output model is a function of the 





Dipole-Dipole array is used, the maximum depth of investigation is approximately 20% - 














Figure 5.4. Arrangement of the Blocks Used in a Model Together With the Data  





           5.2.1 Resolution Limitations of Electrical Resistivity Tomography Method. 
The resolution of ERT resistivity profile defines the accuracy of interpretation of 
subsurface conditions. Resolution is a function of electrode spacing, and resistivity 
contrast between lithologically different earth materials. 
The size of a pixel is a main estimate of ERT imaging resolution (see Figure 5.4). 
With increasing depth the vertical dimension of the pixels becomes greater and that 
affects ERT resolution. To estimate the size of all detectable objects at a certain depth, it 
is recommended to compile a synthetic resistivity model. The model can allows visually 





           During ERT survey to induce current to flow through deeper layers the distance 
between current and potential electrodes is gradually increased. That affects the 
sensitivity of the ERT method. Gradually increasing distance between electrodes lowers 
the intensity of current flow, and accordingly the sensitivity of ERT survey. Thus, 
interpretation of a smaller scale objects at a greater depth becomes increasingly difficult 
and sometimes small objects can be misinterpreted. 
Another parameter that defines resolution of ERT resistivity profile is the 
resistivity contrast. When lithologically different materials exhibit similar conductivity 
parameters sometimes it is difficult to differentiate them on the basis of their resistivity 
parameters. For example, both intact bedrock and air-filled voids typically are 
characterized by high resistivity values. When air–filled void is embedded into intact 
limestone, it typically cannot be easily detected on resistivity profile because of low 
resistivity contrast. To increase reliability of interpretations based on analysis of ERT 
resistivity profiles, areas with questionable subsurface conditions should be tested by 
other complimentary methods. Due to the limitations of electrical resistivity tomography 
method, the resistivity profiles should be interpreted with caution.  
Figures 5.5 – 5.10 show four examples of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) models 
from studied area. Inverted resistivity section for an array with electrodes spaced at 5ft. 






  Figure 5.5. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 1). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  







                            
   Figure 5.6. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 2). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  







                           
 
   Figure 5.7. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 3). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  







                            
 
   Figure 5.8. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 4). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  








                            
 
  Figure 5.9. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 5). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  










                           
 
  Figure 5.10. Example of Concatenated Uninterpreted ERT Model (Line 6). Inverted    
  Resistivity Section for an Array with Spaced at 5 ft. Intervals, Generated from a Synthetic  






5.3 MULTI-CHANNEL ANALYSES OF SURFACE WAVES DATA  
     ACQUISITION 
    
           Figure 5.11 shows the equipment of MASW. The acquisition of the multichannel 
analysis of surface waves data was relatively straightforward. A multiple number of 
receivers (24 geophones) are used with even spacing (5ft.) along a linear survey line with 
receivers connected to a multichannel recording device of seismograph Seistronix RAS-
24. Acoustic energy was generated at an offset (distance to the nearest geophone) of 15ft, 
using an accelerated weight of sledgehammer. By using a 24-channel signal enhancement 
seismograph, the generated Rayleigh wave data was recorded. Each channel is used to 
record vibrations from one receiver. One multichannel record (a shot gather) consists of a 
multiple number of time series (traces) from all the receivers in an ordered manner.  
Energy source or impulsive sources (a sledgehammer) are used to generate surface 
waves. Impulsive source data needs to be dissolved into the swept frequency format to 
appropriately expose the phase velocity-frequency relationship of dispersive surface 
waves (see Figure 5.12).   
“The basic field configuration and for MASW is the same as that used in 
conventional CMP body-wave reflection surveys. Even with the dominance of surface 
waves on seismic data, effectively recording surface waves requires field configurations 
and acquisition parameters be favorable to the recording of planar, fundamental mode 
Rayleigh waves and unfavorable to all other types of acoustic waves. The source to the 





a horizontally raveling plane wave. Plane wave propagation of surface waves does not 
occur in most cases until surface waves have traveled a certain distance, called the near-
offset (X), which is greater than half the maximum desired wavelength ( λmax)” (Stokoe 
et al., 1994). 
 
 






                                        






5.4 MULTI-CHANNEL ANALYSES OF SURFACE WAVES DATA 
PROCESSING    
 
           Three steps must be performed in order to convert recorded shot data to an 
estimate of shear wave velocity: the initial processing of the shot record for the surface 
wave phase velocity and the frequency for the development of the dispersion curves, 
identification of the fundamental mode, and the inversion of the fundamental mode 
curvature into a representative shear wave profile. After the field surveying is complete, 
each collected shot record is processed, and the present surface wave signatures are 
highlighted. Figure 5.14 shows an example of a recorded field shot, calculated dispersion 
curve, and the generated 1- D shear wave velocity curve from clean data. The inverted 1-
D shear wave velocity profiles reached an average depth of 16 meters. Interpolating and 
contouring a series of inline 1-D shear wave velocity profiles, results in a 2-D shear wave 
velocity profile. By incorporating the existing information into 2-D shear wave velocity 
profiles one is able to depict the surface of the bedrock. The raw shot record may contain 
other wave forms such as refracted waves, body waves, and sources of cultural noise. 
However, one of the main advantages of the MASW seismic technique is that the 
strength of the utilized surface wave is much greater than the other wave forms. In a 
record presenting good signal to noise (S/N) ratio, the signal strength of the surface wave 
should be evident by the linear sloping features of the dispersive wave forms. Surface 
waves, on an active shot record, are often identified by the smooth sloping behavior as 





represents the phase velocity of the particular surface wave, and can be used to transform 
the shot record data into a dispersion curve, relating phase velocity to wave frequency 
(Park et al., 2000). The inversion process for MASW is performed prior to the 
development of the tomography profile (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009).  
           The Kansas Geologic Survey (KGS) software package SurfSeis was used to 
process the acquired Rayleigh wave data. Analysis software, such as SurfSeis, can 
process shot records and extract dispersion curves through the initial processing 
sequences (Ivanov, Park and Xia, 2009). Geophysical equipment and software records the 
frequency and the travel time of the seismic waves traveling through the subsurface, and 
they can relate the frequencies recorded to a depth (Anderson, 2010).  
           Procedure for the development of 2-D Vs Map from MASW is shown in Figure 
5.13. Each set of Rayleigh wave data was transformed from the time domain into the 
frequency domain, as shown in Figure 5.14. The field-based data was used to generate 
site-specific dispersion curves for each station location. “The site-specific dispersion 
curves, generated from field-acquired Rayleigh wave data, were then transformed into 
vertical shear wave velocity profiles. This is because the MASW method involves the 
inversion of a wave that has sampled an area nearly as wide as it is deep, that it provides 
a smoothed and smeared version of what really exists in the subsurface.  This also will 














           5.4.1 Dispersion Curve.  The Recorded data (Raw data shown in Figure 5.14) 
need to be formatted in KGS format then dispersion curve has been prepared. “The 
dispersion curve (DC) is the plot of phase velocity vs. frequency of the material. The 
generation of a dispersion curve is a critical step in all surface wave methods. Phase 
velocity can be calculated from the linear slope of each component on the swept-
frequency record. A frequency-domain approach has been used to calculate the dispersion 
curve from on impulsive data”. The frequency of range for soil (6 Hz to 14Hz) and phase 
velocity range of soil (150m/sec to 500m/sec) in Bangalore as shown in Figure 5.15 (Park 
et al., 1998b; 1999). 
 







Figure 5.15. Typical Dispersion curve for Bangalore soil 
http://civil.iisc.ernet.in/~microzonation/index_files/NCW-9.pdf 
 
           5.4.2 Inversion. “The dispersion curve obtained from record desires the quality of 
results and depth of information of subsurface materials. Usually the decrease trend of 
DC is indicates that density material (Hardness) increase with depth, lower frequency of 
dispersion curve gives the greater depth of information. A Vs profile is calculated using 
an iterative inversion process requiring the dispersion data as input. A least-squares 
approach allows automation of the process” (Xia et al., 1999). “For the method employed 
by (Heukelom and Foster, 1960; Vardonlakis and Vrettos, 1988), only Vs is updated after 
each iteration with parameters such as Poisson’s ratio, density, and thickness of the 





inversion process. The earth model consists of velocity (P-wave and S-wave velocity), 
density, and thickness parameters. Among these three parameters, Vs has the most 
significant effect on the convergence of the algorithm. Several methods are reported to 
ensure convergence after calculating the initial Vs profile. An initial Vs profile is defined 
here by making the simple assumption that Vs at a depth is 1.09 times” (Stokoe et al., 
1994).  A typical inversion process in SurfSeis is shown in Figure 5.16. 
  
Figure 5.16. Typical Inversion Process  
http://civil.iisc.ernet.in/~microzonation/index_files/NCW-9.pdf 
 
            Figures 5.17 - 5.20 show four examples of multichannel analysis of surface waves 





                    
 
 Figure 5.17. Example of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW)  






                                      
 
 Figure 5.18. Example of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) 






                           
 
 
Figure 5.19. Example of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) Data 






                           
 
 
 Figure 5.20. Example of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) Data   






6. DATA INTERPRETATION 
6.1. BOREHOLE DATA   
           Five well logs of boreholes were acquired near the studied area (see Figures 6.1 – 
6.5).  Overburden of studied area can be described as reddish, high plasticity residual clay 
with chert and limestone rock fragments. Its thickness is highly variable, ranging from 
15ft feet in borings number 2, 3, and 5 (see Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5) to 25ft in boring 
number 1 (see Figure 6.1). The overburden thickness of boring number 4 is 20ft (see 
Figure 6.4). Thus the depth to top bedrock (overburden) varies between 15ft to 25ft. 
  Wilson Spring area generally can be divided into unconsolidated surficial material 
(overburden) and bedrock formations (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) (see Figure 6.6). 
The Burlington-Keokuk Limestone is the uppermost bedrock unit in the studied area. The 
unit of interest in this research is bedrock which is Burlington-Keokuk Limestone. On the 
basis of stratigraphy and the degree of weathering, the Burlington-Keokuk Limestone has 
been characterized as having two different units or zones: a weathered zone and an 
unweathered zone. The weathered zone is the uppermost portion of the limestone 
formation. The interest of the bedrock in studied area due to fact of the Burlington-
Keokuk Limestone (bedrock) is associated with solution-widened fractures as has been 
explain later on ERT interpretation section (see Figure 6.7). These solution-widened 
fractures were the main reason of existent of Wilson Spring. A generalized stratigraphic 





                                                    
Figure 6.1. Well Log (boring #1) in Greene County MO (ID: 027062).  
http://dnr.mo.gov/env/wrc/logmain/index.html 
25 ft. 









                                                        
Figure 6.2. Well Log (boring # 2) in Greene County MO (ID: 020448).  
http://dnr.mo.gov/env/wrc/logmain/index.html 
15 ft. 









                                                             
Figure 6.3. Well Log (boring # 3) in Greene County MO (ID: 012389).  
http://dnr.mo.gov/env/wrc/logmain/index.html 
15 ft. 









                                                           
Figure 6.4. Well Log (boring # 4) in Greene County MO (ID: 021084).  
http://dnr.mo.gov/env/wrc/logmain/index.html 
20 ft. 









                                                                    
Figure 6.5. Well Log (boring # 5) in Greene County MO (ID: 028114).  
http://dnr.mo.gov/env/wrc/logmain/index.html 
15 ft. 









           All five boreholes, near studied area, were drilled over 200ft. Burlington 
Limestone was exist in all those five boreholes. The top of the bedrock (Burlington 
Limestone) is ranged from 15ft to 25ft. “Burlington Limestone (bedrock) is generally 
described as gray to light gray, alternating from fine- to coarse-grained with occasional 
stylolites and fossils. At a depth over 150ft, in all boreholes, the Reeds Spring Formation 
was encountered. Reeds Spring Formation was encountered is generally described as a 
brown to gray, fine grained limestone with chert nodules. The Reeds Spring Formation 
was exist below Burlington-Keokuk Limestone (see Figures 6.1 – 6.5). The Burlington 
Formation is a marine limestone, found in rock layers laid down during the Mississippian 
Period (325-360 million years ago)” (Thompson, 1982).  
The surface elevation map of studied area showed significant topographic 
variation between 1120ft to 1240ft (see Figure 6.8). While the soil thickness map of the 
studied area showed also variation in overburden soils. The thickness of overburden soils 
mostly varies between 10ft to 25ft which is consistent with boreholes data, MASW data, 
and ERT data (see Figure 6.9). 
           “The Rock Quality Designation (RQD) for the Burlington-Keokuk limestone was 
generally in the good to excellent range, with some isolated core runs having RQDs in the 
Fair range. The lower RQD values are generally associated with broken zones near the 
overburden contact, healed vertical fractures, weathered seams, and/or fractures. Near-
vertical clay-filled solution-widened fractures were not encountered in any of the 






Figure 6.6. Outcrop of Burlington-Keokuk Limestone along the Park Road Near the East 
Battlefield Overlook. The Relatively Horizontal Layers (bedding). Consist of Limestone 














   Figure 6.8. Surface Elevation of the Studied Area. 
 
 
     





6.2. MASW DATA INTERPRETATION 
           Several individual one-dimensional shear-wave velocity MASW profiles were 
interpreted (see Figures 6.10 – 6.16). These MASW profiles were acquired parallel to 
ERT traverses in studied site. Top to bedrock was estimated on MASW data based on a 
contour value of 1,000 ft. /s which is a typical value for top of bedrock in central 
Missouri. Base on interpretation of five MASW data, the depth to top bedrock varies (see 
Figures 6.10 – 6.16). Base on MASW data, the depth to top bed estimated to be between 
12ft. and 21ft. which is consistent with depth obtained from boreholes data (15ft. to 
25ft.). 
  
   Figure 6.10. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 1. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
  ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  







  Figure 6.11. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 2. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
  ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  






  Figure 6.12. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 3. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
  ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  







  Figure 6.13. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 4. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
  ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  






Figure 6.14. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 5. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000 ft/s) 
is at a depth of 13ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock corresponding to 







  Figure 6.15. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 6. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
  ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  





   Figure 6.16. MASW shear-wave velocity Profile 7. Interpreted top of bedrock (1,000    
   ft/s)  is at a depth of 21ft. The red arrows show the depth to top of bedrock  





6.3. ERT DATA INTERPRETATION 
           Uninterpreted versions of ten ERT profiles are presented as (Figures 6.19 – 6.28).  
All electrical resistivity tomography field data sets were transformed into two-
dimensional resistivity images. The contoured values on each ERT profile show 
distribution of the resistivity in the subsurface along the respective traverses. The depth 
of investigation extends to a depth of approximately 20% of the length of the each ERT 
profile in the middle portion of the profiles.  And decreases toward the ends of the 
profiles to 0 ft.  
Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profiles was interpreted. Linear geological 
features were observed on all ten ERT profiles. These geological features were 
interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending 
north-south. Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. 
Interpreted versions of ten ERT selected profiles acquired on studied site are displayed on 
(Figures 6.29 – 6.38). 
Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) beneath the studied area (central part of the 
ERT profiles 1-10, Figures 6.19 – 6.28), was generally characterized by relatively low 
resistivity values. While unconsolidated surficial material (overburden) of the site 
characterized by very low resistivity values. The relatively low resistivity of bedrock on 
the ERT profiles was most likely related to its high degree of weathering, water 
saturation, and the present of solution widened fractures. Based on the other case studies, 





resistivity higher than 200 ohm-m, rather than resistivity higher than 50 ohm-m 
(Anderson et.al., 2006; Muchaidze, 2009; Myat et. Al., 2008; Robison and Anderson, 
2008). Almost all consolidated rocks in Springfield, Greene County are intensively 
jointed/ fractured. Fractures/joints are nearly orthogonal and exhibit two general strike 
orientations: N. 20 º W., and N. 60 º E and dip about 90º (Mary McCracken, 1971) (see 
Figure 6.17). This support the author hypothesis of upper most part of Burlington-
Keokuk Limestone of studied area is associated with solution-widened fractures. Because 
Burlington-Keokuk Limestone (bedrock) of studied site has low resistivity values.  
 
 
Figure 6.17. Premier Example of Karst Landform Features in Late Cambrian Eminence 
Dolomite in Ha Ha Tonkas State Park, Missouri: Vugs (A), Karst Developed along 





           Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profiles (1-10) is shown in Figures 6.29 - 
6.38. A linear geological features were observed on all six ERT profiles (see Figures 6.29 
- 6.38). These geological features were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures 
with clay infill, trending north-south. The orientation of the interpreted set of solution-
widened fractures in studied site was almost perpendicular to the known faults and 
lineaments in the study area. Figure 6.18 shows faults and Lineament in Greene County, 
MO. The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) of most of ERT profiles in the 
site is consistent of boreholes data. The ranges of depth to top bedrock vary between 15ft 
to 25ft. Also this results consistent with depth to bedrock obtained from multichannel 
analysis of surface waves processed data. 
 
 





         Figure 6.19. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 1), oriented     











                                        




              
               Figure 6.20. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 2), oriented    










                                                                              
                 Figure 6.21. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 3), oriented    










                                                             
               Figure 6.22. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 4), oriented west-east, 









                                                               
               Figure 6.23. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 5), oriented west-east, 
               with elevation control. Distances and depths are in feet. 
 
 









                                                     
               Figure 6.24. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 6), oriented west-east, 














                                                                
               Figure 6.25. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 7), oriented west-east, 
                with elevation control. Distances and depths are in feet.
 









                                                                 
               Figure 6.26. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 8), oriented west-east, 
               with elevation control. Distances and depths are in feet. 
 








                                                                 
            Figure 6.27. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 9), oriented west-east, 
with elevation control. Distances and depths are in feet. 
 
 









                                                          
             Figure 6.28. Concatenated uninterpreted ERT profile (Profile # 10), oriented  
             west-east, with elevation control. Distances and depths are in feet.




                        6.3.1 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 1. A two-dimensional ERT profile 
#1 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see 
Figure 6.29). The length of profile # 1 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of 
bedrock has been superposed on the ERT profile # 1. The interpreted top of bedrock 
correlates reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole 
and MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 1.  
Linear geological features were observed on profile # 1 (see Figure 6.29). There 
were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Thirty-one (31) vertically or near 
vertical oriented features of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures 
on profile # 1. These solution-widened fractures are characterized by different shapes and 
sizes. They have been highlighted with black vertical thick lines (see Figure 6.29). 
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Presumably, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.29).  The mapped 
solution-widened fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular 
to the ERT traverse (west-east). Thirty-one interpreted solution-widened fractures were 
identified at the following locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning of a 
corresponding profile). The locations of thirty one (31) solution-widened fractures along 




410ft, 630ft, 820ft, 940ft, 1140ft, 1300ft, 1360ft, 1580ft, 1720ft, 1840ft, 1920ft, 2040ft, 
2160ft, 2400ft, 2540ft, 2720ft, 2800ft, 2920ft, 3280ft, 3300ft, 3440ft, 3600ft, 3840ft, 
4020ft, 4040ft, 4160ft, 4320ft, 4480ft, and 4600ft). 
           The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile # 1 
to boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT profile # 1 varies. It is 
mostly consistent with the depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth to 
top bedrock obtained from boreholes varies between 15ft to 25ft while in MASW varies 
between 12ft and 21ft. Bedrock, as mapped on profile # 1, is typically characterized by 
resistivity values equal to or more than 85 ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of 
weathered rock and chert (overburden) are typically characterized by resistivity values 
lower than 85 ohm-m.  
6.3.2 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 2. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
2 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.30). The length of profile # 2 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 2. The interpreted top of bedrock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 2.  
Linear geological features, observed on profile # 2 (see Figures 6.30), were 
interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Twenty-eight (28) vertically oriented 
features of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on profile # 2. 




vertically or nearly vertical oriented on ERT profile # 2. The twenty-eight (28) locations 
of interpreted vertical solution-widened fractures have been highlighted with black 
vertical thick lines on the ERT profile # 2 (see Figure 6.30). 
           The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.30).  The mapped 
solution-widened fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular 
to the ERT traverse (west-east).  Twenty-eight (28) interpreted solution-widened 
fractures were identified at the following locations (all locations are given relative to the 
beginning of a corresponding ERT profile # 2). The locations of twenty-eight solution-
widened fractures along profile # 2 were located under these points on the profile. These 
points are (80ft, 180ft, 340ft, 480ft, 630ft, 680ft, 820ft, 1140ft, 1300ft, 1600ft, 1680ft, 
1840ft, 2040ft, 2160ft, 2400ft, 2700ft, 2880ft, 2920ft, 3200ft, 3600ft, 3840ft, 4020ft, 
4120ft, 4180ft, 4300ft, 4480ft, and 4600ft).  
6.3.3 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 3. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
3 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.31). The length of profile # 3 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 




reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 3.  
           Linear geological features were observed on profile # 3 (see Figure 6.31). These 
geological features were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Thirty-two (32) 
vertically or near vertical oriented features of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-
widened fractures on profile # 3. These solution-widened fractures are characterized by 
different shapes and sizes. They have been highlighted with black vertical thick line (see 
Figure 6.31). 
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.31).  Limestone 
bedrock is pervasively fractures. The mapped solution-widened fractures appear to have 
north-south trending, and almost perpendicular to the ERT traverse (west-east). Thirty-
two (32) interpreted solution-widened fractures were identified at the following locations 
(all locations are given relative to the beginning of a corresponding profile). The 
locations of thirty-two (32) solution-widened fractures along profile # 3 were located 
under these points on the profile. These points are (80ft, 130ft, 180ft, 480ft, 630ft, 820ft, 




2400ft, 2440ft, 2560ft, 2720ft, 2760ft, 2840ft, 3300ft, 3440ft, 3840ft, 4160ff, 4320ft, 
4360ft, 4480ft, 4640ft, and 4660ft).  
 
Figure 6.29. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 1. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
 
Profile # 1 






Figure 6.30. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 2. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
Profile # 2 






Figure 6.31. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 3. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
 
          6.3.4 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 4. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 4 
was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.32). The length of profile # 4 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
Profile # 3 




has been superposed on the ERT profile # 4. The interpreted top of bedrock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 4.  
           Linear geological features were observed on profile # 4 (see Figure 6.32). There 
were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Thirty (30) vertically or near 
vertical oriented features of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures 
on profile # 4. These solution-widened fractures are characterized by different shapes and 
sizes. They have been highlighted with black vertical thick lines (see Figure 6.32).  
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Presumably, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.32).  The mapped 
solution-widened fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular 
to the ERT traverse (west-east). Limestone bedrock is pervasively fractures. Thirty (30) 
interpreted solution-widened fractures were identified at the following locations (all 
locations are given relative to the beginning of a corresponding profile). The locations of 
thirty (30) solution-widened fractures along profile # 4 were located under these points 
on the profile. These points are (80ft, 180ft, 260ft, 340ft, 630ft, 820ft, 1020ft, 1260ft, 
1280ft, 1680ft, 1920ft, 2320ft, 2440ft, 2540ft, 2760ft, 3020ft, 3120ft, 3280ft, 3440ft, 




           The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile # 4 
to boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT varies. It is mostly consistent 
with the depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth to top bedrock 
obtained from boreholes varies between 15ft to 25ft while in MASW varies between 12ft 
and 21ft. Bedrock, as mapped on profile # 4, is typically characterized by resistivity 
values equal to or more than 85 ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of weathered rock 
and chert (overburden) are typically characterized by resistivity values lower than 85 
ohm-m.  
6.3.5 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 5. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
5 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.33). The length of profile # 5 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 5. The interpreted top of bedrock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 5.  
Linear geological features, observed on profile # 5 (see Figures 6.33), were 
interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Thirty (30) vertically oriented features 
of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on ERT profile # 5. 
These solution-widened fractures are characterized by different shapes and sizes. These 
fractures are appeared to be vertically or near vertical oriented on the ERT profile # 5. 
The thirty (30) locations of interpreted vertical solution-widened fractures have been 




           The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.33).  Limestone 
bedrock is pervasively fractures. The mapped solution-widened fractures appear to have 
north-south trending, and almost perpendicular to the ERT traverse (west-east).  The 
thirty (30) interpreted solution-widened fractures were identified at the following 
locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning of a corresponding ERT profile 
# 5). The locations of ten solution-widened fractures along ERT profile # 5 were located 
under these points on the profile. These points are (80ft, 180ft, 300ft, 410ft, 500ft, 630ft, 
720ft, 960ft, 1120, 1300ft, 1800ft, 1920ft, 2100ft, 2240ft, 2400ft, 2500ft, 2560ft, 2620ft, 
2900ft, 3040ft, 3200ft, 3360ft, 3860ft, 4080ft, 4120ft, 4200ft, 4380ft, 4480ft, 4500ft, and 
4640ft).  
The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile to 
boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT profile # 5 varies. It is 
consistent with depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth varies 
between 15ft. to 25ft. and MASW varies between 12ft to 21.5ft.  Bedrock, as mapped on 
the profile # 5, is typically characterized by resistivity values equal to or more than 85 
ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of weathered rock and chert (overburden) are 




           6.3.6 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 6. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
6 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.34). The length of profile # 6 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 6. The interpreted top of rock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 6.  
Linear geological features were observed on profile # 6 (see Figures 6.34). These 
geological features were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Limestone 
bedrock is pervasively fractures. Thirty-five (35) vertically or near vertical oriented 
features of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on profile # 6. 
These solution-widened fractures are characterized by different shapes and sizes. They 
have been highlighted with black vertical thick line (see Figure 6.34).  
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical solution-widened fractures 
characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.34).  The mapped solution-widened 
fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular to the ERT 
traverse (west-east).  Thirty-five (35) interpreted solution-widened fractures were 
identified at the following locations on ERT profile # 6 (all locations are given relative to 




widened fractures along profile # 6 were located under these points on the profile. These 
points are (80ft, 260ft, 340ft, 380ft, 500ft, 720ft, 820ft, 960ft, 1260ft, 1280ft, 1680ft, 
1720ft, 1840ft, 1940ft, 2060ft, 2120ft, 2200ft, 2400ft, 2500ft, 2620ft, 2700ft, 2760ft, 
2880ft, 3100ft, 3280ft, 3400ft, 3520ft, 3680ft, 3800ft, 3900ft, 4080ft, 4180ft, 4420ft, 




Figure 6.32. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 4. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
Profile # 4 






Figure 6.33. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 5. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
Profile # 5 






Figure 6.34. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 6. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 




           6.3.7 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 7. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
7 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.35). The length of profile # 7 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 7. The interpreted top of bedrock correlates 
Profile # 6 




reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 7.  
Linear geological features were observed on profile # 7 (see Figure 6.35). There 
were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Limestone bedrock is pervasively 
fractures. Thirty-one (31) vertically or near vertical oriented features of low resistivity 
were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on profile # 7. These solution-widened 
fractures are characterized by different shapes and sizes. They have been highlighted with 
black vertical thick lines (see Figure 6.35). 
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Presumably, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.35).  The mapped 
solution-widened fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular 
to the ERT traverse (west-east).  Thirty-one (31) interpreted solution-widened fractures 
were identified at the following locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning 
of a corresponding ERT profile # 7). The locations of thirty-one (31) solution-widened 
fractures along profile # 7 were located under these points on the profile. These points are 
(80ft, 260ft, 340ft, 380ft, 500ft, 900ft, 960ft, 1120ft, 1200ft, 1300ft, 1460ft, 1760ft, 
1920ft, 2200ft, 2480ft, 2500ft, 2700ft, 2960ft, 3040ft, 3180ft, 3200ft, 3310ft, 3520ft, 




The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile # 7 
to boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT profile # 7 varies. It is 
mostly consistent with the depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth to 
top bedrock obtained from boreholes varies between 15ft to 25ft while in MASW varies 
between 12ft and 21ft. Bedrock, as mapped on profile # 7, is typically characterized by 
resistivity values equal to or more than 85 ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of 
weathered rock and chert (overburden) are typically characterized by resistivity values 
lower than 85 ohm-m.  
           6.3.8 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 8. A two-dimensional ERT profile #8 
was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.36). The length of profile # 8 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 8. The interpreted top of bedrock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 8.  
Linear geological features, observed on profile # 8 (see Figures 6.36), were 
interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures.  Limestone bedrock is pervasively 
fractures. Thirty-five (35) vertically or near vertical oriented features of low resistivity 
were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on profile # 8. These solution-widened 
fractures are characterized by different shapes and sizes. The thirty-five (35) locations of 
interpreted vertically or near vertical solution-widened fractures have been highlighted 




The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical solution-widened fractures 
characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.36).  The mapped solution-widened 
fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular to the ERT 
traverse (west-east).  Thirty-six (36) interpreted solution-widened fractures were 
identified at the following locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning of a 
corresponding ERT profile # 8). The locations of thirty-six (36) solution-widened 
fractures along profile # 8 were located under these points on the profile. These points are 
(80ft, 180ft, 340ft, 500ft, 580ft, 640ft, 720ft, 820ft, 1120ft, 1280ft, 1360ft, 1460ft, 
1700ft, 1780ft, 1900ft, 1920ft, 2080ft, 2200ft, 2400ft, 2480ft, 2560ft, 2800ft, 2960ft, 
3040ft, 3200ft, 3440ft, 3620ft, 3710ft, 3920ft, 4000ft, 4080ft, 4220ft, 4380ft, 4400ft, 
4480ft, and 4640ft).  
The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile to 
boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT profile # 8 varies. It is 
consistent with depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth varies 
between 15ft. to 25ft. and MASW varies between 12ft to 21.5ft.  Bedrock, as mapped on 
the profile # 8, is typically characterized by resistivity values equal to or more than 85 
ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of weathered rock and chert (overburden) are 




           6.3.9 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 9. A two-dimensional ERT profile # 
9 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 
6.37). The length of profile # 9 is little more than 4640ft. The interpreted top of bedrock 
has been superposed on the ERT profile # 9. The interpreted top of rock correlates 
reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole and 
MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 9.  
Linear geological features were observed on profile # 9 (see Figure 6.37). These 
geological features were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Limestone 
bedrock is pervasively fractures. Thirty (30) vertically or near vertical oriented features 
of low resistivity were interpreted as solution-widened fractures on profile # 9. These 
solution-widened fractures are characterized by different shapes and sizes. They have 
been highlighted with black vertical thick line (see Figure 6.37). 
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Thus, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertical solution-widened fractures 
characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.37).  The mapped solution-widened 
fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular to the ERT 
traverse (west-east).  Thirty (30) interpreted solution-widened fractures were identified at 
the following locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning of a 




along profile # 9 were located under these points on the profile. These points are (80ft, 
180ft, 340ft, 500ft, 580ft, 640ft, 720ft, 820ft, 1020ft, 1120ft, 1300ft, 1440ft, 1760ft, 
1800ft, 1920ft, 2080ft, 2200ft, 2560ft, 2800ft, 3150ft, 3250ft, 3360ft, 3520ft, 3720ft, 
4080ft, 4160ft, 4320ft, 4480ft, 4520ft, and 4640ft).  
 
 
Figure 6.35. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 7. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
Profile # 7 






Figure 6.36. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 8. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 
interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone).  
Profile # 8 






Figure 6.37. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 9. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) Correlated 
Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid Lines were 




           6.3.10 ERT Data Interpretation of Profile # 10. A two-dimensional ERT profile 
# 10 was a result of concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see 
Profile # 9 




Figure 6.38). The length of profile # 10 little more than is 4640ft. The interpreted top of 
bedrock has been superposed on the ERT profile # 10. The interpreted top of bedrock 
correlates reasonably well with boring control and MASW processed data. The borehole 
and MASW data were used to constrain the interpretation of the ERT profile # 10.  
Linear geological features were observed on profile # 10 (see Figure 6.38). There 
were interpreted as sets of solution-widened fractures. Limestone bedrock is pervasively 
fractures. Thirty-five (35) vertically oriented features of low resistivity were interpreted 
as solution-widened fractures on profile # 10. These solution-widened fractures are 
characterized by different shapes and sizes. They have been highlighted with black 
vertical thick lines (see Figure 6.38). 
The top of bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) as per borehole control 
correlates reasonably well with the 85 ohm-m contour interval. Presumably, bedrock in 
proximity to the fractures is more extensively fractured and weathered, and contained 
moisture and clay. The bedrock associated with the vertically or near vertical solution-
widened fractures characterized by low resistivity values (see Figure 6.38).  The mapped 
solution-widened fractures appear to have north-south trending, and almost perpendicular 
to the ERT traverse (west-east).  Thirty-five (35) interpreted solution-widened fractures 
were identified at the following locations (all locations are given relative to the beginning 
of a corresponding ERT profile # 10). The locations of thirty-five (35) solution-widened 
fractures along profile # 10 were located under these points on the profile. These points 




1500ft, 1720ft, 1740ft, 1920ft, 2020ft, 2240ft, 2280, 2320ft, 2560ft, 2680ft, 2740ft, 
2880ft, 3020ft, 3120ft, 3200ft, 3720ft, 3840ft, 4100ft, 4300ft, 4480ft, 4510ft, 4580ft, and 
4660ft).  
The estimated top of bedrock has been correlated across the resistivity profile # 
10 to boreholes and MASW data. The depth to bedrock in ERT varies. It is mostly 
consistent with the depth obtained from boreholes and MASW data. The depth to top 
bedrock obtained from boreholes varies between 15ft to 25ft while in MASW varies 
between 12ft and 21ft. Bedrock, as mapped on profile # 10, is typically characterized by 
resistivity values equal to or more than 85 ohm-m, whereas soil and fragments of 
weathered rock and chert (overburden) are typically characterized by resistivity values 
lower than 85 ohm-m.  
6.3.11 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 1 and # 2. A two-dimensional of 
two ERT profiles (profile # 1 and # 2) was a result of concatenation of several segments 
of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.39). Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile # 
1 and # 2 were interpreted. These two profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same 
length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between 
these two ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features were observed on two 
ERT profiles (profile # 1 and # 2). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-
widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-
widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-




solution-widened fractures correlated together from two ERT profiles (profile # 1 and # 
2).   
 
 
Figure 6.38. Uninterpreted (upper profile) and Interpreted (lower profile) Versions of 
Electrical Resistivity Profile # 10. The top of Bedrock (Yellow horizontal line) 
Correlated Reasonably Well with 85 ohm-m Contour Interval.  The Vertical Black Solid 
Lines were interpreted as Solution-Widened Fractures Associated with Bedrock 
(Burlington-Keokuk Limestone).  
Profile # 10 




           These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the 
same line. There are either vertical or near vertical trending on both ERT profiles (profile 
# 1 and # 2). All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to existence of more 
moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but not clear due to 
the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see Figure 6.39). 
           6.3.12 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 3 and # 4. A two-dimensional of 
two ERT profiles (profile # 3 and # 4) was a result of concatenation of several segments 
of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.40). Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile # 
3 and # 4 were interpreted. These two profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same 
length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between 
these two ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features were observed on two 
ERT profiles (profile # 3 and # 4). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-
widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-
widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-
widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of 
solution-widened fractures correlated together from two ERT profiles (profile # 3 and # 
4).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same 
line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear 
appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 







Figure 6.39. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profile # 1 and Profile # 2. Spacing 
between The Two Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet.  
Profile # 2 






Figure 6.40. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profile # 3 and Profile # 4. Spacing 
between The Two Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
          6.3.13 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 5 and # 6. A two-dimensional of 
two ERT profiles (profile # 5 and # 6) was a result of concatenation of several segments 
of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.41). Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile # 
Profile # 3 




5 and # 6 were interpreted. These two profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same 
length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between 
these two ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features were observed on two 
ERT profiles (profile # 5 and # 6). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-
widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-
widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-
widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of 
solution-widened fractures correlated together from two ERT profiles (profile # 5 and # 
6).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same 
line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear 
appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 
fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see 
Figure 6.41). 
          6.3.14 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 7 and # 8. A two-dimensional of 
two ERT profiles (profile # 7 and # 8) was a result of concatenation of several segments 
of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.42). Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile # 
7 and # 8 were interpreted. These two profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same 
length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between 
these two ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features were observed on two 
ERT profiles (profile # 7 and # 8). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-




widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-
widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of 
solution-widened fractures correlated together from two ERT profiles (profile # 7 and # 
8).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same 
line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear 
appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 
fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see 
Figure 6.42). 
           6.3.15 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 9 and # 10. A two-dimensional of 
two ERT profiles (profile # 9 and # 10) was a result of concatenation of several segments 
of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.43).  Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile 
# 9 and # 10 were interpreted. These two profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same 
length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between 
these two ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features were observed on two 
ERT profiles (profile # 9 and # 10). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-
widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-
widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-
widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of 
solution-widened fractures correlated together from two ERT profiles (profile # 9 and # 
10).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same 




appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 




Figure 6.41. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profile # 5 and Profile # 6. Spacing 
between The Two Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
Profile # 5 






Figure 6.42. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profile # 7 and Profile # 8. Spacing 
between The Two Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
Profile # 7 






Figure 6.43. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profile # 9 and Profile # 10. Spacing 
between The Two Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
           6.3.16 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 1, # 2, and # 3. A two-dimensional 
of three ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, and # 3) was a result of concatenation of several 
segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.44). The length of each profile is 4640ft.  
Profile # 9 




Side-by-side comparison of the ERT profile # 1, # 2 and # 3 were interpreted. These three 
profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same length. The length of each ERT profile is 
little more than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profile is 100ft 
apart. Linear geological features were observed on all three ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, 
and # 3). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with 
moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-widened fractures are 
perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a 
typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of solution-widened 
fractures correlated together from three adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, and # 3).  
These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same line. 
There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear 
appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 
fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see 
Figure 6.44). 
           6.3.17 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 4, # 5, and # 6. A two-dimensional 
of three ERT profiles (profile # 4, # 5, and # 6) was a result of concatenation of several 
segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.45).  Side-by-side comparison of the 
ERT profile # 4, # 5 and # 6 were interpreted. These three profiles are parallel, adjacent, 
and have same length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. The 
spacing between each two adjacent ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear geological features 








Figure 6.44. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 1, # 2, and # 3. Spacing 





          The Solution-widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles 
(west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are 
several locations of solution-widened fractures correlated together from three adjacent 
ERT profiles (profile # 4, # 5, and # 6).  These several solution-widened fractures from 
different ERT are located in the same line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. 
All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. 
Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and 
clay in that particular place. (See Figure 6.45). 
6.3.18 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 7, # 8, and # 9. A two-
dimensional of three ERT profiles (profile # 7, # 8, and # 9) was a result of concatenation 
of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.46).  Side-by-side comparison 
of the ERT profile # 7, # 8 and # 9 were interpreted. These three profiles are parallel, 
adjacent, and have same length. The length of each ERT profile is little more than 4640ft. 
The spacing between each adjacent ERT profile is 100ft apart. Linear geological features 
were observed on all three ERT profiles (profile # 7, # 8, and # 9). These features were 
interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, trending 
north-south. The Solution-widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT 
profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. 
There are several locations of solution-widened fractures correlated together from three 
adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 7, # 8, and # 9).  These several solution-widened 




vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to existence of more 
moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but not clear due to 
the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see Figure 6.46). 
 
 
Figure 6.45. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 4, # 5, and # 6. Spacing 






Figure 6.46. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 7, # 8, and # 9. Spacing 








           6.3.19 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 1, # 2, # 3, and # 4. A two-
dimensional of the four ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, # 3, and # 4) was a result of 
concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.47).  Side-by-
side comparison of the ERT profile # 1, # 2, # 3, and # 4 were interpreted. These four 
profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same length. The length of each ERT profile is 
little more than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profiles is 100ft 
apart. Linear geological features were observed on all four ERT profiles. These features 
were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, 
trending north-south. The Solution-widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of 
ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst 
landform. There are several locations of solution-widened fractures correlated together 
from four adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, # 3, and # 4).  These several solution-
widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same line. There are either 
vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to 
existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but 
not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see Figure 6.47). 
6.3.20 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 5, # 6, # 7, and # 8. A two-
dimensional of four ERT profiles (profile # 5, # 6, # 7, and # 8) was a result of 
concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.48).  Side-by-
side comparison of the ERT profile # 5, # 6, # 7, and # 8 were interpreted. These four 




little more than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profile is 100ft 
apart. Linear geological features were observed on all four ERT profiles (profile # 5, # 6, 
# 7, and # 8). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with 
moisture and clay infill, trending north-south. The Solution-widened fractures are 
perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a 
typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of solution-widened 
fractures correlated together from four adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 5, # 6, # 7, and # 
8).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same 
line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear 
appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened 
fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place. (see 
Figure 6.48). 
           6.3.21 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 1, # 2, # 3, # 4, and # 5. A two-
dimensional of five ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, # 3,  # 4, and # 5) was a result of 
concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.49).  Side-by-
side comparison of the ERT profile # 1, # 2, # 3, # 4 and # 5 were interpreted. These five 
profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same length. The length of each ERT profile is 
little more than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profiles is 100ft 
apart. Linear geological features were observed on all five ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, 
# 3, # 4, and # 5). These features were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures 





Figure 6.47. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 1, # 2, # 3 and # 4. Spacing 
between Each Two Adjacent Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
 
 
perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a 
typical feature for karst landform. There are several locations of solution-widened 
fractures correlated together from five adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 1, # 2, # 3, # 4, 
and # 5).  These several solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the 
same line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures 








Figure 6.48. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 5, # 6, # 7 and # 8. Spacing 







Figure 6.49. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 1, # 2, # 3, # 4 and # 5. 
Spacing between Each Two Adjacent Profiles is 100ft. Depths and distances in feet. 
 




           6.3.22 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 6, # 7, # 8, # 9, and # 10. A two-
dimensional of five ERT profiles (profile # 6, # 7, # 8, # 9, and # 10) was a result of 
concatenation of several segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.50).  Side-by-
side comparison of the ERT profile # 6, # 7, # 8, # 9 and # 10 were interpreted. These 
five profiles are parallel, adjacent, and have same length. The length of each ERT profile 
is little more than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profile is 100ft 
apart. Linear geological features were observed on all five ERT profiles. These features 
were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with moisture and clay infill, 
trending north-south. The Solution-widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of 
ERT profiles (west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst 
landform. There are several locations of solution-widened fractures correlated together 
from five adjacent ERT profiles (profile # 6, # 7, # 8, # 9, and # 10).  These several 
solution-widened fractures from different ERT are located in the same line. There are 
either vertical or near vertical trend. All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to 
existence of more moisture and clay. Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but 
not clear due to the less moisture and clay in that particular place (see Figure 6.50). 
           6.3.23 ERT Data Interpretation of Profiles # 1 to # 10. A two-dimensional of 
ten ERT profiles (profiles # 1 to profile # 10) was a result of concatenation of several 
segments of the acquired ERT data (see Figure 6.51).  Side-by-side comparison of the ten 
(10) ERT profiles (profile # 1 to profile # 10), were interpreted. These ten ERT profiles 




than 4640ft. The spacing between each two adjacent ERT profiles is 100ft apart. Linear 
geological features were observed on all ten ERT profiles (profile # 1 to profile # 10). 
These features were interpreted as a set of solution-widened fractures with moisture and 
clay infill, trending north-south.  
 





           The Solution-widened fractures are perpendicular to the trend of ERT profiles 
(west-east). Solution-widened fractures are a typical feature for karst landform. There are 
several locations of solution-widened fractures correlated together from ten adjacent ERT 
profiles (profile # 1 to profile # 10).  These several solution-widened fractures from 
different ERT are located in the same line. There are either vertical or near vertical trend. 
All solution-widened fractures clear appear due to existence of more moisture and clay. 
Sometimes the solution-widened fractures exist but not clear due to the less moisture and 











Figure 6.51. Side-by-Side Comparison of the ERT Profiles # 1 To # 10. Spacing between 




7. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
           Three methods of analysis were used during this research on the studied site. 
These methods are boreholes data, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), and 
multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW). After comparing three different forms 
of data, the following are the results and findings: 
  Profiles data from electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), MASW, and boreholes 
data were compared to each other.  
  Correlating boreholes data with tomography imaging allows for improved 
interpolation of between geophysical data sets, subsequently reducing risk in the 
overall analysis. 
  Similarities between ERT profiles are exist.  
  Major geological features in studied site were identified in all ERT profiles. These 
geological features are interpreted as solution-widened fractures. 
  The studied area has higher karst density of solution-widened fractures occur 
every almost 100ft to 150ft in each ERT profile. 
  Areas of very low resistivity (< 85 ohm-m) is interpreted as overburden. 
  Areas of low resistivity within weathered bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk 
Limestone) (85 ohm-m) is interpreted as solution-widened fractures. 





  Bedrock (Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) beneath the studied area is pervasively 
fractures. 
  Comparing electrical resistivity, MASW, and boreholes data, there is consistent of 
depth to the top of bedrock in studied site. Based on MASW data the depth to 
bedrock varies between 15ft and 25ft. While boreholes data varies between 12ft 
and 21.5ft. ERT data also in the same range but sometimes the depth is more than 
25ft. 
  The use of two different classes of geophysical methods (i.e. ERT and MASW 
methods) beside boreholes data make the output results more accurate. 
  Findings from this study do support the objective. From this study, the following 
conclusions can be made regarding the Wilson Spring Development. So the 
intensive existence of solution-widened fractures within the weathered bedrock 
(Burlington-Keokuk Limestone) in studied site is main reason of Wilson spring 
development. 
  This research demonstrate that electrical resistivity profiling can be successfully 
used to image the subsurface in karst terrain because the tool is ideally suited to 
differentiating surficial soil, clay, weathered rock, intact rock, air-filled cavities. 
Also ERT can be effective tool of identifying significant geological features such 
as solution-widened fractures (joints or faults). 
  The upper most part of Burlington-Keokuk Limestone (bedrock) of studied area 




Keokuk Limestone (bedrock) on the ERT profiles was most likely related to its 
high degree of weathering, water saturation, and the present of solution widened 
fractures. 
  The primary fractures on studied area appeared to be vertically or near vertical 
trending north-south and continuously and sometimes the signature changed from 
one ERT profile to another ERT profile as a function of the moisture content and 



















           This research showed that the geological structure (joints) of the any future study 
site can be detected by using electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) tool. However, there 
are few recommendations to be made for the improvement of the future research work. 
They are as follows: 
  Choosing the appropriate geophysical method and constraining it with ground 
truth from borings will enhance site characterization for geotechnical practice. 
The choice of method to use depends on a number of factors such as the size and 
depth of anticipated target(s), nature of background materials or bedrock 
surrounding the target(s), reason for delineating target(s), desired resolution of the 
target(s), size of the investigation area and sources of cultural interference in the 
investigation area.  
  For future research karst investigations, proper groundtruthing, for example, 
through follow-up drilling or by selecting survey blocks that are to be investigated 
is more effective. 
  Borehole data should be available and used as a ground truth for any subsurface 
geophysical investigation. It is use for estimating the top of bedrock and 
calibrating MASW and ERT data. 
  This research work emphasized to the upcoming generation in the field of study 




the geological structures of any study area such as faults and joints. The author 
recommend all future karst’s researcher to use electrical resistivity tomography 
(ERT) tool beside any other geophysical method. This because for it’s the greater 
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